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About Pretivm & Our Report

Our Values

Integrity: We are committed to the safety and well-being of the people and environment impacted by our

operations.

Forthrightness: We act reliably and communicate with transparency.

Innovation: We are results-oriented; we embrace challenges and approach them with an entrepreneurial spirit and

independent thinking.

Pride of Ownership: We are each accountable for meeting the company’s objectives by being proactive and acting

with a sense of urgency.

Pretivm is a Canadian gold producer with ���% ownership of the Brucejack Mine in Northwest BC. Headquartered in

Vancouver, with a regional office in Smithers, we are proud to operate our underground mine located �� km north of

Stewart, BC. Pretivm is creating value through gold and we understand the importance of sharing this value with the

community. Construction began in ���� and commissioning and commercial mine production were achieved in ����.

Our company achieved key milestones in ����. We produced ���,��� oz of gold in ���� at the Brucejack Mine. This

success in our first full year of steady state production firmly established the company as an Intermediate Producer. In

����, Pretivm also received amended permits to increase our production by ��% to �,��� tonnes per day. Pretivm

looks forward to continued successes for our workforce, Indigenous groups, local residents, and communities

surrounding the mine as part of our company’s success.



CEO Message

In ����, Pretivm achieved steady-state production at the Brucejack

Mine, producing ���,��� ounces of gold in our first full year of

operations. With this production milestone, we also established the

benchmarks for our performance going forward as a sustainable

intermediate gold producer. This ���� Sustainability Report

summarizes our first full year of mine production, our performance

in the areas of safety and environmental stewardship, and our efforts

to ensure that our success as a miner extends to the communities in

northern British Columbia.

We are working hard to strengthen our efforts across all of these

areas of our business. We are focused on not only meeting but

exceeding the stringent safety and environmental requirements

governing our operations in British Columbia. We recognize that

good stewardship is important to those most closely affected by our

activities, and to the investment community that has come to view performance in the areas of environmental, social

and governance as critical.

In addition to committing to continuous improvement in these areas, we are also committed to improving the

communication of our metrics. We are adhering to the sustainability reporting standards set out in the framework of the

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), and we will increase the quality and quantity of our data disclosure as we refine our

internal reporting metrics over time. As part of that process, we will begin to establish meaningful performance targets

to ensure that our sustainability journey stays on a course of continuous improvement with each year going forward.

The health and safety of everyone working at Brucejack is our number one priority. We will continue to do everything

possible to ensure that our corporate culture promotes shared responsibility for safety, and that we are maintaining

safe work sites.

A particularly material aspect of sustainability for us is watershed management. Ensuring the protection of the water

quality surrounding the Brucejack Mine is considered a critical area of enterprise risk management at Pretivm, and one

that we know is of importance to those in the region impacted by our activities. In this report, we highlight how we

integrate water management and stewardship into mine operations.

We continue to foster local relationships to ensure that we are engaged as a good corporate neighbor in the region.

Recruitment for work at the mine remains a priority, as do the collaborative efforts with other training and economic

development partners to improve longer-term prospects for the welfare of local communities in the area. Our

community relations and human resources staff work hand-in-hand with Indigenous communities to create new

pathways to employment at the mine. We also look for opportunities to promote from within our ranks and to foster the

development of our employees.



Rigorous expectations for our environmental performance held by local and downstream communities, First Nations,

the province of BC, and the federal government of Canada are embedded in our current permitting requirements as an

operator. Our performance metrics demonstrate how we are doing in this area of stewardship. Yet we also try to

anticipate the longer-term impacts of climate change and technological evolution to our business. This is an important

aspect of sustainability that we are now addressing, and which will take a larger focus as we plan for Brucejack’s many

years of operation to come. We see the risks and opportunities of operating Brucejack for the long term as a part of our

current and ongoing evaluation of the strategy of the company.

Pretivm is proud to be Made in BC, and to be sharing our success producing gold in BC.

Joseph J. Ovsenek, President, CEO and Director of Pretivm Resources Inc.



Our Company, Our Mine

About Pretivm

The Brucejack Mine

Sharing the Value of Gold Made in BC

Pretivm Resources Inc. (“Pretivm” or “the Company”) is an intermediate Canadian gold producer. Pretivm owns and operates

the Brucejack Mine in Northwest British Columbia (BC), Canada. Headquartered in Vancouver, with a regional office in

Smithers, we are proud to have achieved our first full year of mine production at the Brucejack Mine.

At Pretivm, our goal is to create and share value through gold. This goes beyond monetary profits or a return on investment

for our shareholders. It includes value for neighbouring communities and First Nations, for families, for local businesses, and

for the regional economy of Northwest BC.

Wholly owned by Pretivm, the Brucejack Mine is an underground mine

located �� km north of Stewart, BC. Construction began in ���� and

commissioning and commercial mine production were achieved in ����. The

planned operational life of the mine was initially �� years, followed by a five-

year closure phase including decommissioning, reclamation, and

environmental monitoring activities.

In addition to the surface mine site, the Mine also includes underground mine

works, a ��.� km access road connecting to Highway ��, and a transmission

line connecting to the provincial power grid. Portions of the Mine and

associated infrastructure lie within the traditional territories claimed by the

Tsetsaut/Skii km Lax Ha (TSKLH) and Tahltan Nation, and in the Nass Area of

Nisga’a Nation as defined in the Nisga’a Final Agreement.

At the Brucejack Mine, we have an on-site plant for processing ore into gold

and silver doré bars and flotation concentrate. The mine site also includes

worker accommodation, with beds for over ��� people, as well as a dining

hall and facilities for recreation, entertainment, and telecommunications. As of

December ����, we had ��� direct employees and ��� on-site contractors.

Employees and contractors travel to and from the mine site by road, and most

work on a two-week shift rotation.

The Brucejack Mine is located in a remote and geographically challenging landscape. Pretivm understands that our

activities can directly affect our natural environment—and we also know that the natural environment can affect our

activities. The journey to the Brucejack Mine includes a ��-kilometer traverse of the Knipple Glacier, and we use vehicles

designed to operate safely on the glacier. Our direct interaction with the natural environment is top of mind everyday as we

work to protect the natural environment while supporting local employment and economic benefits.

We are proud to be a company Made in BC, producing gold that is Made in BC, and using local businesses and services.

Local hiring and the involvement of local businesses has always been a priority, and we are pleased to maintain the

involvement of local suppliers as we moved into steady-state production in ����.
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From the Brucejack Mine, gold and silver concentrate is transported by truck to the Port of Stewart, where it is loaded onto

bulk carrier vessels for shipping to smelters in Asia and Europe. Our doré bars are flown from the site to international

smelters or traders. Gold from the Brucejack Mine ultimately becomes part of the global gold market managed by central

bullion banks.

Data Highlights

1,055,208 tonnes
ore mined in ���� (average mining

rate: �,��� tonnes per day)

1,005,603 tonnes
ore processed in ���� (average

throughput: �,��� tonnes per day)

97.3%
gold recovery rate

(up from ��.�% in ����)

376,012 oz
gold produced in ����

422,562 oz
silver produced in ����

����
More than ��� direct and contracted workers were involved in construction in the summer of ����,
including completion of the camp, erection of the mill building, and ongoing construction of the mine
portal, underground mine, and transmission line.

March ����
Following completion of the �� km transmission line connecting the mine site to the provincial electricity
grid, we energized the transmission line in March ����.

June ���� We commissioned the process plant in June ���� and poured the first gold from the Brucejack Mine.

July ���� On July �, ���� we formally announced the start of commercial production at Brucejack.

October ����
Pretivm signed a Cooperation and Benefits Agreement with the Tahltan Nation in October ����. We
reached a comparable agreement with the Nisga’a Nation in ����.

December ����
In December, we submitted an application to provincial regulators to amend our permits to increase the
Brucejack Mine production rate from �,��� to �,��� tonnes per day.

February ����

We commenced a data-driven, iterative grade control program in February ����. This initiative is designed
to refine our mining and optimize our production. The grade control program was fully implemented into
our mining process by April, and it continues to be refined and updated with the benefit of additional data
through ongoing production.

July ����
A year after the start of commercial production, Pretivm was proud to announce that the Brucejack Mine
had achieved steady-state production.

December ����
We received amended permits from the BC Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources and BC
Ministry of Environment and Climate Change Strategy in ����. These amended permits allow us to
increase mine production to �,��� tonnes per day.

���� (Looking Ahead)
Reflecting the permit amendments received in ����, our annual production rate will increase from �.��
million tonnes per year to �.��� million tonnes per year. Minor mill upgrades will be conducted over the
course of ���� to support the increase in production by the end of ����.



Grassroots Exploration Program

Industry Involvement

In ����, we completed an underground exploration program to test for a

porphyry source and to evaluate a potential extension of the Valley of the

Kings deposit east of the mine site. Our exploration efforts built on the

success of our ongoing grassroots exploration program. We continued

our regional exploration in the Bowser Region. Ongoing exploration is an

important part of our business so that we can identify opportunities for

organic growth and expansion.

Pretivm is a member in good standing of the Mining Association of BC

(MABC), Association for Mineral Exploration British Columbia (AME

BC), and World Gold Council.

We also subscribe to performance- and transparency-based initiatives of

these and other associations, including the Conflict Free Gold Standard and Responsible Gold Mining Principles. Our Board’s

executive chairperson, Mr. Robert A. Quartermain, is on the board of the World Gold Council and is an active member of this

organization’s environmental, social, and governance (ESG) Task Force.

https://www.mining.bc.ca/
https://amebc.ca/
https://www.gold.org/
https://mining.bc.ca/
https://amebc.ca/
https://www.gold.org/
https://www.mining.bc.ca/
https://amebc.ca/


Our Sustainability Journey & Priorities

Pretivm marked the first full year of operations at the Brucejack Mine in ����. As production at the mine increases and

our workforce grows, we continue to strengthen our commitment to sustainability. The leadership of our Board and

senior management team drives Pretivm’s sustainability program, and all staff are involved in the successful execution

of the program. Perhaps more importantly, ongoing engagement with Indigenous communities and stakeholders—

including local communities, local businesses and governments—contribute to our sustainability journey.

The values of our company support our sustainability program and its integration into our business. In accordance with

the precautionary principle and best practices in economic, environmental, and social management approaches,

Pretivm’s operational planning and decision-making is supported by science, proven engineering, and consultation

with Indigenous partners and other stakeholders. We have years of site-specific baseline data pertaining to

meteorology, glaciology, flora and fauna, water quality, hydrology, land use, and other topics. Before constructing the

Brucejack Mine, we undertook comprehensive baseline studies and impact assessments. The outcomes of those

studies and management plans—plus our ongoing Indigenous and stakeholder engagement—directly inform our

activities today. As we continue to build on this body of knowledge, future decisions will continue to be informed by

science and our commitment to integrity, forthrightness, innovation, and pride of ownership.

Our Priorities

We conducted a materiality assessment in ���� to identify the sustainability topics most relevant to our business,

inclusive of the Brucejack Mine and its supporting infrastructure (such as the access road and transmission line) as well

as Pretivm’s corporate operations and ongoing exploration activity. The materiality assessment involved internal

engagement about the economic, environmental, and social topics most important to the company and to our

shareholders, stakeholders, and community partners. We also looked to our history of engagement with Indigenous

groups, communities, and regulators to identify issues of interest and concern.

“Sustainability has been at the heart of the Brucejack project
since the design phase.”

Joseph J. Ovsenek, President, CEO and Director of Pretivm Resources Inc.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/#values


Stakeholder Engagement

Through this assessment, we identified twelve material topics across our business:

Topic Why It’s Important

Business Ethics
& Governance

Ethics and integrity are critical to the long-term success of our business. Through our compliance with
corporate governance practices, we ensure the confidence of our investors and community stakeholders.

Economic
Performance

Running an efficient and profitable company is vital to our shareholders. This also ensures that we continue to
provide employment, business opportunities, and investment in economic and community development.

Climate Change Climate change is one of society’s most pressing challenges. It requires purposeful action to manage
emissions, and we have a responsibility to run our operations as efficiently as possible.

Water Quality Water is a key interest of Indigenous groups and stakeholders. Through comprehensive management
approaches and water stewardship, we prioritize the maintenance of downstream water quality.

Ecology &
Biodiversity

Protecting the natural landscape and its biodiversity is a significant part of our environmental management
approach. It is also key to our long-term stewardship of the area around the Brucejack Mine.

Compliance with
Environmental
Regulations

To ensure the continuation of our operations as planned, we ensure diligent management and ongoing
compliance with environmental regulations. Compliance with these strict regulations also ensures minimal
environmental impact.

Environmental
Management at
Site

Because of the site’s location in a remote part of Northern BC, our environmental management practices are
paramount. These include employing waste management, controlling potential sources of pollution, and
providing ongoing reclamation of disturbed areas.

Spill Response Protecting the aquatic and terrestrial environment is key in the unlikely event of an unplanned release. Beyond
spill prevention, we use defined spill response practices, complete diligent monitoring, and provide training.

Communities We value the input and involvement of nearby communities and First Nations. We invest in regular and
meaningful engagement with these groups to identify economic opportunities and mutual benefits.

Workforce Our people are essential to our company. Beyond simply attracting and retaining workers, we make efforts to
encourage diversity and equal opportunity, and to provide meaningful opportunities for our workers to
develop their skills and careers.

Indirect
Economic
Impacts

The Brucejack Mine is part of the regional economy of Northwest BC. It supports economic development and
growth by providing opportunities for regional businesses, developing skills of the workforce, and supporting
economic benefits for Indigenous groups.

Safety, Security
& Health

Safety is the top priority. Protecting the wellbeing of our workers, nearby communities, and people who may
use areas around our operations is of utmost importance.

Our materialty assessment involved engagement with people working across a variety of departments within Pretivm

and the Brucejack Mine, and was also informed by the priorities expressed by our Board, shareholders, and investors.

Input from external stakeholders was indirectly included in our materiality assessment, based on our many years of

engagement with Indigenous groups (including Nisga’a Nation, Tahltan Nation, Tsetsaut/Skii km Lax Ha, and Gitanyow

Hereditary Chiefs), communities, provincial regulators, education and training institutions, and other interested parties.

More information about our engagement with Indigenous groups and community stakeholders is provided in

Community Relations.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/community-relations/


Corporate Governance & Business

Ethics

Corporate Governance at Pretivm

Performance Targets

Our Commitment to Business Ethics

Pretivm (“PVG”), listed on the Toronto and New York stock exchanges, aligns corporate governance practices with all

applicable Canadian regulatory guidelines and standards and Canadian corporate governance practices. Although we

are not required to comply with New York Stock Exchange corporate governance standards as a foreign private issuer,

we incorporate many of these standards. There is no significant difference between Pretivm’s practices and the

standards of the New York Stock Exchange.

Our Board and management look to both internal and external resources to evaluate and improve on our performance.

This includes annual Board education and self‑evaluation, along with review of environmental, social and governance

(ESG) ratings and rankings, to understand how we can improve both performance and disclosure for our investors. The

Board of Directors added sustainability to the mandate of the Technical Committee in ����, expanding the

responsibility of the revised Sustainability & Technical Committee to include oversight of sustainability issues and

performance. Beyond the Committee, all seven Board directors are regularly engaged in sustainability matters through

quarterly reports on health and safety, environmental performance, and other ESG risks.

As a single‑asset mining company, Pretivm’s corporate governance is driven day‑to‑day by a small and capable team

who recognize that ethics and integrity are critical to business success. Our CEO and the Executive VP of Corporate

Affairs and Sustainability oversee the sustainability program at Pretivm, and all managers and employees actively

engage in the delivery of the program. Weekly management meetings address subjects from the company's risk

register, with multi‑disciplinary input, so that we understand and effectively manage potential risks related to safety,

compliance, infrastructure, human resources, employee engagement, reputation, Indigenous relations, and other

aspects of sustainability and social responsibility.

Our focus on site safety, environmental, and social issues complements our overall corporate objectives. Sustainability-

related metrics directly influence compensation at all levels of the organization, especially in regard to safety (as

indicated by Lost Time Incidents per ���,��� man‑hours) and environmental and social compliance (as indicated by

environmental and social complaints or citations). At more senior levels of management and leadership, these factors

have greater influence on annual compensation.

Our Code of Business Conduct and Ethics embodies our strong commitment to ethics across all levels of the

company. The code provides a framework for our ethical business practices including safety, finance, human rights,

and environmental compliance. It also clearly states our commitment to a work environment that is free from

discrimination and harassment and respective of human rights.

It is important that all employees—and others working at our site—thoroughly understand and commit to the principles

and practices of the Code. To this end, all employees, directors, contractors, subcontractors, and consultants must sign

off on a suite of corporate policies each year:

https://www.pretivm.com/corporate/corporate-governance/default.aspx


Whistleblower Protection

Corporate Donations

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics

Corrupt Practices Policy

Workplace Bullying and Harassment Policy

Information Technology Systems Use Policy

Whistleblower Policy

Our CEO ensures our business complies with our commitments for business ethics in all respects, with support from

other executives including those in the legal, human resources, and sustainability areas. Code of Business Conduct and

Ethics violations and whistleblower concerns, although rare, are standing items at Pretivm’s management meetings

and on the quarterly Board meeting agenda. No Code of Business Conduct and Ethics violations were reported in ����.

In ����, Pretivm plans to continue improving and strengthening our internal resources for business conduct and ethics,

including reviewing of existing policies and development of a new human rights policy.

Established in ����, Pretivm's Whistleblower Policy provides a means for individuals to report complaints and concerns.

In ����, preparations are underway to launch a new whistleblower platform through NAVEX Global. NAVEX provides

multiple ways for employees to report concerns, including a telephone hotline, website, and online forms. Use of a

third-party provider also demonstrates independence of the platform and ensures our ability to handle anonymous

and confidential submissions appropriately.

Upgrading the whistleblower platform responds to feedback from our Board of Directors (Governance Committee) and

legal department. Through the new platform, we can better manage risks, ensure the system is effective and

accessible, and use information from the system to improve our internal systems and processes. We plan to use the

NAVEX platform across our operations to register potential concerns ranging from financial impropriety and ethics to

workplace relations and environmental compliance.

At Pretivm, we strongly believe in supporting our neighbours by providing employment and business opportunities,

and by donating to grassroots initiatives in local communities. Our corporate donations, sponsorships, and other forms

of investment aim to meaningfully impact local services and programs. We structure our investments around four key

areas of focus: education; environment; community health and wellness; and culture, art and recreation.

Corporate Donation Principles

  

 

Local Focus
Projects must offer direct benefit to local

communities.

Partnership
Pretivm collaborates with community-based

partners.

Accountability
Pretivm supports established organizations that

can demonstrate measureable results and positive
impact.

Capacity Building
Pretivm commits resources to projects that

contribute to ongoing, sustainable community
development.



Our Corporate Donations Policy guides Pretivm’s local investments and donations, ensuring that funds are allocated in

a manner aligned with our principles, ethics, and community relations strategy. We do not make donations to political

parties or political events, or to individuals or third-party fundraising organizations. We focus our donations on

organizations, projects, and activities within the area of our operations in Northwest BC.

Examples of donations and other support provided to communities and Indigenous groups in ���� are provided in

Community Investment.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/community-relations/#CommunityInvestment


About This Report

This is Pretivm’s second annual Sustainability Report. This report provides a comprehensive summary of Pretivm’s

achievements related to the Brucejack Mine and related activities, including environmental and social impacts, health

and safety, and opportunities for local communities and Indigenous groups. This report has been prepared in

accordance with the GRI Standards: Core Option. Relevant disclosures are summarized in the GRI Index. 

This Sustainability Report focuses on achievements and disclosures for the ���� calendar year—although references to

other years may be included for context—and is founded upon the material topics identified in our ���� materiality

assessment. In regard to financial disclosures, all costs and financial figures are provided in Canadian Dollars (CAD)

unless otherwise noted.

Commercial mine production began in July ����, and this ���� Sustainability Report covers our first full year of mine

operation. We look forward to continuing the sustainability journey. Each subsequent annual report will build on the

prior with increasing disclosure of performance data and explanation and evaluation of our management approach for

the material topics.

Pretivm relies on internal quality control and assurance processes to verify that the data presented is accurate and

consistent, and that the information provided herein has been compiled and presented in accordance with the

standards set out in the GRI guidance.

Pretivm welcomes feedback on our ���� Sustainability Report, or in regard to other matters, questions, or concerns in

relation to our company and the Brucejack Mine. For additional information, please email info@pretivm.com.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/gri-content-index/
mailto:info@pretivm.com


Sharing the Value of Gold

Gold has long been of the world’s most precious metals, with historical, emotional, cultural, and financial value. Jewelry

remains the largest single use of gold, making up nearly half of all gold mined globally. Its unique physical properties

mean gold is also an essential component for technology and engineering. It is malleable, resistant to corrosion, and

conducts electricity. Its catalytic properties are useful in engines and industry to reduce harmful emissions and to

purify air and water. As technology progresses, gold is increasingly used for health and medical applications, as well as

in environmental management. Gold is also prized by investors and central banks, as it is seen as a store of value for

investment.

At Pretivm, we believe that the value of our gold goes well beyond these applications. Gold from the Brucejack Mine is

also valued in terms of jobs for local workers, and income for their families and communities. It means developing skills

for workers, and youth, so that they can take advantage of growing opportunities in the mining industry; and it means

working with our Indigenous partners to manage the land, support economic development, and plan for a sustainable

future. For Pretivm, the value of gold is shared and measured in our people and communities, and not only in the stock

market.



Economic Performance

Taxes, Royalties & Other Payments to Government

Pretivm is committed to investing in environmental stewardship, community relations, and health and safety while also

ensuring strong economic returns. For full disclosure of our financial performance in ����, please refer to our

Consolidated Financial Statements, our Management Discussion and Analysis, and our Annual Information Form.

In ����, Pretivm processed ore at the Brucejack Mine at an average throughput rate of �,��� tonnes per day. In

December ����, we received amended permits from the BC Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources and

the BC Ministry of Environment and Climate Change Strategy to increase our production rate to �,��� tonnes per day.

Our main focus area for ���� will be to upgrade our mine and mill infrastructure to provide this increased production

capacity.

In ����, Pretivm sold ���,��� ounces of gold and ���,��� ounces of silver, generating US$���.� million in revenue,

including US$���.� million in cash generated from operations. Annual operating costs were US$���.� million and

capital costs amounted to US$��.� million. We paid CAD$��.� million in salaries and benefits for our employees, of

which CAD$��.� million went to people living in Northwest BC. In addition, we disbursed US$���.� million to

contractors and service providers. We also contributed CAD$���,��� through donations and sponsorships of local

communities and Indigenous groups initiatives, as discussed further in Community Investment.

As a company Made in BC, operating a mine Made in BC, we pay taxes to provincial and regional governments. In ����,

Pretivm paid $�.� million in provincial taxes, including property tax and the BC Mineral Tax, and $���,��� in taxes to the

District of Stewart and Town of Smithers. These amounts will increase significantly once we recoup the cost of

constructing Brucejack and exhaust initial construction tax credits. These tax contributions indirectly support

government-funded services in the region including health, social, education, and infrastructure. We also share

revenue with our Indigenous partners, including $���,��� in payments made in ����. Together, this amounts to $��.�

million in direct payments to the provincial and regional economy, in addition to the wages, business revenue, and

spin-off economic growth generated by the Project and our workforce and suppliers.

Data Highlights

  $10 million
direct payments to provincial 

and regional economy, 
including First Nations

$67.9 million
salaries and benefits for our
employees, of which $��.� 

million went to people 
living in Northwest BC

$75 million
expenditures to businesses 

based in Northwest BC

https://www.pretivm.com/investors/financials/default.aspx
https://www.pretivm.com/investors/financials/default.aspx
https://www.pretivm.com/investors/financials/default.aspx
https://www.pretivm.com/investors/financials/default.aspx
https://www.pretivm.com/investors/financials/default.aspx
https://www.pretivm.com/investors/financials/default.aspx
https://www.pretivm.com/investors/financials/default.aspx
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/community-relations/


Investing in Infrastructure & Services

Investing in Our Indigenous Partners

Pro-Bono & In-Kind Investments

Pretivm has made strategic investments in infrastructure including the electric transmission line that powers the mine

site. The ��-kilometre transmission line that connects the Brucejack Mine to the provincial hydropower grid was

constructed between ���� and ����, and demonstrates Pretivm’s commitment to minimizing our greenhouse gas

emissions. Pretivm invested $���.� million to build this transmission line, and as a result, we have a source of reliable,

renewable energy to power the mine site including the mill and underground operations. By minimizing our use of

diesel power generators and associated emissions, we have significantly reduced the carbon footprint of our mine. 

We have also invested in a high standard of health care at our on-site clinic at the Brucejack Mine. As described in

Workplace Health & Wellness, we expanded clinic services in ���� to include a range of proactive and preventative

health initiatives. Many of our workers come from remote communities with limited access to health services. Given the

convenience and level of service available at the site, many take advantage of the clinic for a broad range of needs,

and �� percent of patient visits to the Brucejack health clinic are not work-related.

Pretivm continues to work closely with the Indigenous groups in proximity to the Brucejack Mine, and we believe these

relationships are fundamental to our social licence to operate. We have signed Impact-Benefit Agreements (IBAs) with

Nisga’a Nation, Tahltan Nation, and Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs, and we have worked closely with Tsetsaut/Skii km Lax

Ha. In ���� we distributed $���,��� in payments to Indigenous groups, but our partnership with Indigenous groups

goes beyond economic contributions. We are committed to recruit and train Indigenous workers so that they can

develop meaningful and rewarding careers in the mining industry. More information about our partnerships and

engagement with Indigenous groups is provided in Community Relations.

At Pretivm, we believe in more than simply making financial contributions; we also share our time and resources for the

benefit of communities. In ���� we invested time and organizational capacity to facilitate discussions between

Indigenous groups and with regional service providers. These discussions have investigated some of the barriers to

Indigenous recruitment and retention, and helped empower First Nations through dialogue and networking.

Our Community Relations Manager also sits on the Mining Sector Advisory Group for the provincial Industry Training

Authority (ITA BC), where she works with the organization to ensure that program is tuned and responsive to the needs

of the mining industry in BC.

Also in ����, we provided storage space for a community organization supporting young adults transitioning out of

foster care, and personal support for Tahltan Elders displaced by the Telegraph Creek forest fire. More information

about these and other investments can be found in Community Investment.

Note: All costs and financial figures are provided in Canadian Dollars (CAD) unless otherwise noted.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/safety-by-choice-not-chance/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/community-relations/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/community-relations/


Supply Chain & Downstream Markets

Opportunities for Regional Businesses

Procon (Burnaby, BC) carries out the underground mine

operations.

Western Protection Alliance (Richmond, BC) provides

site security.

Iridia Medical (based in Vancouver, BC, and in joint

venture with the Nisga’a Nation) provide health and

medical services at the mine site.

Arrow Transportation System (Vancouver, BC) transports

concentrate between the mine site and the Port of

Stewart, in joint venture with the Nisga'a Nation.

Waca Bulk Systems (Terrace, BC) transports paste

binder to the mine site.

Bandstra Transportation (Smithers, BC) transports

various supplies to the site.

Monster Industries (Houston, BC) provides site services.

Granmac Services (Stewart, BC) transports waste from

the mine to the Meziadin landfill.

Superior Propane (Terrace, BC) delivers propane to the

site.

Northwest BC has a long history of mining and other resource

industries, and Pretivm has always been committed to

supporting the regional economy by using local businesses

for supplies and services. In ����, we spent $���.� million on

procurement of products and services, of which $��.� million

went to businesses based in Northwest BC, including those

located in Smithers, Terrace, Stewart, the Hazeltons, and

including Indigenous-owned businesses. We look to local

suppliers when sourcing food, fuel, waste services, office

supplies, vehicles and equipment, trades, and specialized

environmental services.  

As the Brucejack Mine transitioned to full mine production in

����, Pretivm’s reliance on on-site contractors has decreased

as we built our in-house capacity to support the mine

operations. However, we still have a number of contractors

providing specialized services, most notably for underground

mining, healthcare, and site security. These contractors are all

based in BC, and Pretivm works with each company to

support local hiring through these contracts, and requires monthly reports on the number of Indigenous workers and

workers from Northwest BC. Pretivm reviews these reports and, when necessary, will engage with our contractors to

identify measures to better support local and Indigenous hiring.

Some of the key contractors that we work with at the Brucejack Mine are:

Procurement of Products and Services
from Northwest BC in ���� (millions)

Total: $���.�



Setting a High Standard in Our Supply Chain

Downstream Markets

We also work with a number of other suppliers and service providers from Northwest BC and elsewhere in BC, that

provide off-site services including telecommunications, travel, utilities, construction, and environmental and

engineering services. In ����, Pretivm held vendor contracts with businesses in communities including Smithers,

Terrace, Stewart, Kitimat, Hazelton, Houston, Telkwa, Thornhill, Kitwanga, Dease Lake, Telegraph Creek, Iskut, Prince

Rupert, Gitwinksihlkw, and Laxgalts’ap. These contracts generate indirect employment and revenue for local

businesses. More information about local procurement highlights and employment through contractors is provided in

Our Workforce and Contractors. 

We understand the value that local supply and service contracts can bring to local businesses and communities, and

actively work with local and Indigenous suppliers to identify opportunities and clarify requirements. Pretivm has strong

requirements for health and safety and environmental performance, and these requirements protect our workers,

contractors, communities, and surrounding environment. We evaluate new and existing suppliers in terms of their

environmental and safety performance so that we are confident that they will work to Pretivm’s high standards. When

considering new suppliers, we also look for the involvement of local and Indigenous businesses, and this is a key factor

we consider when awarding contracts. In ����, we reviewed �,��� quotes to fulfill our supply and service

requirements, which all included social criteria related to Indigenous involvement. Of our current list of �,��� vendors,

��% were new suppliers and contractors in ����.

As part of our commitment to high environmental, safety, and social standards, Pretivm works with contractors to

improve performance when we identify deficiencies. In ����, this included working with contractors to improve waste

management practices at the site and along our access road, and requiring monthly reports on local and Indigenous

hiring.

To our regret, a contractor fatality occurred at a support camp in ����. Pretivm provided support for both direct and

contractor employees in the time following this unfortunate event. We made grief-counselling services available at the

site, and extended our Employee Assistance Program to those employed by the contractor. Although Pretivm made

the decision to bring the responsibility for this particular scope of work in-house, we worked with affected employees

to provide opportunities for further work with Pretivm.

The Brucejack Gold Mine produces both doré and flotation concentrate, which contain gold and silver. We ship the

doré bars to precious metal refineries worldwide, where they are processed into refined gold and silver for sale, and we

sell the concentrate to international smelters or traders. We use ��-tonne bulk containers to transport the concentrate

from the Brucejack Mine to the Port of Stewart, located in Stewart, BC. From the port, the concentrate is loaded onto

bulk carrier vessels. These ships travel ��� kilometres along the Portland Canal to the Pacific Ocean, transporting the

concentrate to smelters in Asia and Europe.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/our-workforce-and-contractors/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/our-workforce-and-contractors/


Smartphones
Gold is an essential part of every smartphone,

where its conductive properties ensure the phone
works smoothly.

Drug Treatments
Exciting medical advances are using gold

nanoparticles to deliver medical drugs—including
cancer treatment—inside the human body.

Diagnosis
Gold nanoparticle technology is being used in

Rapid Diagnostic Tests for diseases such as
malaria and HIV, with powerful potential for the

developing world.

Advanced Technology
Gold nanoparticles improve solar cell efficiency,

provide better catalysts for fuel cells, and improve
electronic components such as touch-sensitive

screens.

Facts About Gold



Socio-Economic Impacts & Benefits

Managing Socio-Economic Impacts & Benefits

Employment strategy

Procurement strategy

Training strategy

Transportation strategy

Communications protocol

We submitted a comprehensive environmental and social impact assessment for the proposed Brucejack Mine to

provincial authorities in ����. Indigenous groups and local communities were engaged in the review of the impact

assessment, and they contributed to the development of the management measures that we implement today. Our

management plans are living documents and we regularly re-evaluate and update them to ensure our approach to

management is relevant and effective. Our full impact assessment includes records of consultation with First Nations

and other stakeholders; it is available on the public registry of the BC Environmental Assessment Office. More

information about our environmental management plans is provided in Protecting the Environment. 

Our commitment to maximizing benefits and minimizing negative social impacts is enshrined in our Economic and

Social Effects Mitigation Plan (ESEMP). Our ESEMP supports local benefits and economic development through a

framework we use to manage, disclose, and track performance related to socio-economic benefits. The ESEMP

includes five separate but inter-related components:

We update the ESEMP annually to ensure that the plan remains relevant to our operation and reflects changes in

communities, and we share the updated ESEMP with communities and Indigenous groups. We also monitor and report

on our performance each year through updates on employment, procurement, training, transportation, and

communications and engagement. The annual report provides information about Indigenous and local content, gender

analysis, success stories, challenges, and plans for the year ahead. We are proud to share these results in this year's

Sustainability Report, as summarized in Investing in People & Communities.

Our consultation and engagement efforts go above and beyond provincial and federal requirements. We also support

the management of socio-economic impacts and benefits. We place a high value on collaborative and participatory

engagement with Indigenous groups, community members, educational institutions, industry groups, and other

stakeholders. Our frequent and regular engagement ensures that we meet the needs of our stakeholders in terms of

information sharing, responding to questions, and identifying opportunities for partnership. We document all

engagement in a centralized database and track concerns that arise during engagement so we can proactively identify

and address impacts or provide a response as is appropriate.

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/natural-resource-stewardship/environmental-assessments
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/


Investing in People & Communities

Since the early days of exploration and planning, Pretivm has made it a priority to establish strong relationships with

our workforce, Indigenous groups, local residents, and communities surrounding the mine. We believe that the success

of our company, and of the Brucejack Mine, stems from these relationships, and we are committed to maintaining and

strengthening these relationships every year. We understand that investment in our workforce and contractors—and

support for local workers, businesses, and communities—is the best way to ensure that the benefits of the Brucejack

Mine extend to local communities and Indigenous groups, so that we are all successful in the long term.

Pretivm achieved commercial production at the Brucejack Mine in ����, and we have organically grown our workforce

through ����. We firmly believe that local content is the best way to ensure that benefits of jobs, income, growth of

skills and training, and community development opportunities remain in Northwest BC. Pretivm is also dedicated to

supporting local communities in Northwest BC. Finally, safety is integral to our commitment to our people, including

workers and contractors, and by extension their families and communities.



Our Workforce & Contractors

Employment

The value of local hiring cannot be understated. The Brucejack Mine

supports economic and community development in Northwest BC,

and we see jobs and employment income as the foundations of this

development. Between Pretivm’s direct workforce and that of our

contractors, our goal is to maximize employment for Northwest BC

residents and Indigenous groups. To reach this goal, not only do we

employ people in a broad range of full-time and seasonal

employment opportunities with Pretivm, but we also work with our

contractors to support local and Indigenous hiring for contract work.

Our commitment to local hiring and contracting is founded in our

Economic and Social Effects Mitigation Plan (ESEMP), which includes

strategies for employment, training, procurement, community

engagement, and worker transportation. Pretivm’s CEO and

Executive Vice President of Corporate Affairs and Sustainability

champion our commitment to local hiring and procurement. Our community relations team, based in Smithers, puts

this commitment to action with support from human resources, procurement, and other departments.

Over ����, we engaged ��� people in employment at our mine site, including both direct employees and on- and off-

site contractors. As of December ����, Pretivm directly employed ��� people, comprising ��% of all on-site workers.

We hired and on-boarded ��� new employees in ����. The majority of our workers (��%) hold permanent contracts,

while temporary and seasonal contracts support snow removal, camp services, exploration, health and safety, and

other types of work.

Our Surface Operations and Mill Operations teams employ the greatest number of people; respectively, these

departments employed ��� and �� workers in December ����. Together with the Underground Mine works (managed

by Procon, the underground mining contractor), these three departments take up more than half of the jobs at the

Brucejack Mine. However, there are a broad range of positions outside of these departments, ranging from chefs and

maintenance staff to geologists and hydrologists, safety experts, electricians, and wildlife experts.  



Local Hiring

Underground mining� (��%)

Surface operations (��%)

Mill operations (��%)

Catering and housekeeping (��%)

Surface, camp, and mill
maintenance (�%)

Access road (�%)

Transportation and site support
services� (�%)

Health & Safety and Environment
(�%)

Medical and security services� (�%)

Mine geology and exploration (�%)

Mine operations (�%)

Accounting and Administration (�%)

Other (�%)

� Services are provided by Pretivm's contractors.

Our hiring process considers an applicant’s community of residence: first preference is given to the First Nations with

whom we have Cooperation and Benefits Agreements, followed by residents of our local area� and those who live in

Northwest BC. Workers from other parts of BC receive the next level of preference, followed by those from elsewhere

in Canada. When selecting contractors and suppliers, we evaluate each company’s local and Indigenous hiring

commitments as part of our contracting process. We also require that all active contractors provide regular reports on

local and Indigenous employment.

�Local area includes the Nisga’a villages (Gitlaxt’aamiks, Gitwinksihlkw, Laxgalts’ap, and Gingolx); the Tahltan communities of Telegraph Creek, Iskut, and
Dease Lake; the Hazeltons; Gitwangak (Kitwanga); Stewart; Smithers (and area); and Terrace (and area).

Data Highlights

619 direct
employees

including ��� permanent and ���
temporary employment contracts

94%
of direct employees 

residents of BC

20%
of managerial staff at the Brucejack

Mine are from Northwest BC

327 new hires $24.6 million

Employment by Department

327 new hires
 including �� women and �� 
people under the age of ��

$24.6 million
spent on salaries and benefits for

employees from Northwest BC



Labour Relations

Compensation & Benefits

We value our relationship with employees at all levels of the organization, as well as those who work for our

contractors. The success of our workforce is critical to the success of our company. We stand behind our commitment

to ensure that people feel safe, respected, and rewarded in the workplace. Governing policies include our Code of

Business Conduct and Ethics and our Workplace Bullying and Harassment Policy. Our Whistleblower Policy also

applies to all employees and contractors. More information about these governance policies and systems is provided in

Corporate Governance & Business Ethics. 

Our approach to labour relations at the Brucejack Mine is to find ways we can improve year over year, and ���� was no

exception. In ����, we provided training for �� management and supervisory staff (��% of staff in these roles) on anti-

bullying and ‑harassment and respectful workplace practices. Our human resources department manages these

programs and in ���� began providing monthly updates to the Vice President of Operations, the Executive Vice

President of Corporate Affairs and Sustainability, and the Brucejack Mine General Manager. When changes occur, we

communicate with our large workforce through emails and notice boards at the mine site, and through our managers

who provide updates directly to staff at daily toolbox meetings.

Our employees receive a competitive compensation package, because we understand the value of employee

retention and the importance of wages and benefits to prospective employees. There are a number of infrastructure

and natural resource development projects underway in BC, and competition for local talent requires us to continually

review and update our workforce compensation and benefits. Our entry-level wage in ����, before bonuses and

incentives, was nearly ��% above the provincial minimum wage.

Our total compensation package includes numerous benefits for both full- and part-time employees. We provide all

staff with three weeks of vacation, and those working a minimum of �� hours per week on a minimum six-month

contract receive extended health and dental benefits. Additionally, we pay the BC Medical Service Plan premiums for

all employees and provide short- and long-term disability benefits, matched retirement savings contributions, and

access to restricted share units. Pretivm also provides a comprehensive Employee Assistance Program including

access to confidential counselling and resources related to financial planning, parenting, communication, and stress

management. Temporary and seasonal employees may also receive a range of employment benefits.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/corporate-governance-and-business-ethics/


Our Contractors

We believe in going the extra mile to inform local residents about mine employment opportunities, as well as some of

the challenges associated with these jobs. As discussed in Community Relations, this includes transparent discussions

about work on rotation at a remote mine site and the related implications for personal and family life. We also actively

work to understand the reasons for workforce turnover through exit interviews, so that we can improve retention and

satisfaction of our workforce. In ����, ��� workers, comprising ��� men and �� women, resigned or were terminated.

The varied reasons employees provided for resignation included a desire to work closer to home and reduce travel

time to/from work, as well as retirement, family considerations, and a lack of satisfaction with rotational work and camp

life.

We believe strongly in promoting people within the company to support ongoing growth, development, and

engagement of our workers. We promoted �� of our employees in ����, including �� Indigenous workers. Another ��

workers changed positions over the course of the year, and �� people moved from temporary to permanent positions.

More information about promotions and talent development is provided in Training and Development. We also

updated our performance review process in ���� to ensure that our employees have a good understanding of

performance and development opportunities, and to more consistently retain high performers.

Our commitment to support jobs and businesses in Northwest BC is a priority that extends to our contractors. In ����,

half of our on-site contractor workforce were BC residents, and ��% identified as Indigenous. Procon, our largest on-site

contractor and responsible for underground mining activities, employed ��� people as of December ����. Other key

contractors included Iridia Medical Services for on-site healthcare (�� people) and Western Protection Alliance for site

security (�� people). Five other Northwest BC companies provided services, such as transportation of materials to and

from the mine site, on a contract basis, and these companies employed an additional �� local residents in ����.

Contractors report monthly on local and Indigenous hires and employment and we, in turn, work with our contractors

to identify opportunities and strategies that enhance local involvement. More information about our contractors is

found in Supply Chain & Downstream Markets.

Data Highlights

280 people
employed by on-site contractors, of
whom ��� were residents of BC and

�� identified as Indigenous

$315.6 million
spent on procurement of 

products and services, including 
$�� million that benefited 
Northwest BC businesses

Employee Retention & Promotion

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/community-relations/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/training-and-development/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/creating-value-through-gold/supply-chain/


Diversity & Inclusion

Gender Diversity

Indigenous Employment

We are committed to increasing the representation of women in our governance bodies and our workforce. In our first

full year of steady-state operation, women accounted for ��% of our workforce (��� employees in December ����),

which is comparable to the industry average in Canada of ��%. While ��� represents the highest number of women we

have employed to date, we continue to strive for a greater inclusion of women in our workforce. At the mine site,

women work in a wide range of roles that include environmental services, geology, health and safety, administration,

camp services, mill maintenance and surface maintenance. Women also make up ��% of our senior management team

and ��% of our Board of Directors.

Our commitment to maximize Indigenous employment has been a top priority in previous years, and ���� was no

different. To achieve our goal, we worked to retain our Indigenous employees by providing opportunities for career

development and promotion. More than one-third (��%) of our direct workforce identified as Indigenous in ����.

In our first full year of operations, a greater proportion of our overall workforce was composed of direct hires compared

to previous years. This provided a great opportunity to increase Indigenous employment in collaboration with our First

Nations partners including Nisga’a Nation, Tahltan Nation, and Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs, and Tsetsaut/Skii km Lax

Ha. Our efforts to maximize Indigenous employment enabled us to nearly double the number of Indigenous staff

compared to ����, increasing from ��� to ���. Approximately ��% of all of our workers at the Brucejack Mine, direct and

contract, identified as Indigenous in ����.

To support our efforts to maximize Indigenous employment, our Community Relations Manager engages in regular

meetings with First Nations’ employment and training representatives to discuss recruitment and hiring efforts. She also

works with our contractors to collect monthly data on Indigenous employment and provides monthly employment

reports back to each First Nation. More information about Pretivm’s initiatives in support of Indigenous communities is

provided in Community Relations.

Workforce Characteristics

���

���

��� ���������������������������

���������������������������

���������������������������

���������������������������

���������������������������

���������������������������

���

���

���

���

�

���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Indigenous Local (Northwest BC) Female

��� (��%)

��� (��%) ��� (��%)

��� (��%)

�� (��%) ��� (��%)

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/community-relations/


Training & Development

On-Site Training Programs

Our goal is to build capacity within our workforce through internal

training and promotion. By extension, we also aim to support the

growth and diversification of the regional labour force and to work

with educational organizations to support efforts that aim to align

regional training programs with industry needs. We maintain several

on-site training programs and focus on the development and

promotion of our employees throughout their careers.

We also work with regional and provincial training institutions to

ensure that interested applicants—including experienced workers,

youth, and those new to the workforce—have access to relevant

training opportunities in local communities. Our strategic

engagement with post-secondary institutions aims to develop a

talent pipeline for the Brucejack Mine in the long term and to build

transferable skills that benefit the local and regional labour force

beyond the mine life. Our partnerships with external institutions are further discussed in Community Relations. 

Our workers are empowered by the skills and knowledge gained in our on-site training programs. Our goal is to ensure

that all of our employees receive the appropriate training to perform work safely and effectively. We maintain a

centralized training register at the Brucejack Mine. Each of our departments—including underground mining, the mill,

high-voltage electrical works, and others—organize training programs that focus on specific job functions, equipment,

and risks present in the immediate work environment. Our human resources department plans to implement training

for supervisors and managers to establish strong people management skills throughout the company.

For all workers, on-site training begins with orientation, which made up a significant portion of our training hours in

����. Site orientation is mandatory for anyone coming to the mine site for the first time. We conducted ��� hours of site

orientation at the Brucejack Mine site and an additional ��� hours at the Knipple camp. In addition to site orientation,

we offered �� different types of training programs at the mine site including modules related to safety, equipment

operations, use of personal protective equipment, and use of mine and mill infrastructure. Over ����, we provided

�,��� hours of training across �� programs. Our emergency response team participated in an additional �,��� hours of

specialized training over the course of ����. More information about emergency response and rescue training is

provided in Safety by Choice, Not Chance. 

We employ two full-time training officers who oversee training programs for our mill facility, and employees in other

departments also have responsibilities related to training. Our training team works with the Brucejack Mine General

Manager, Vice President of Operations, human resources department, and managers and supervisors throughout the

organization to ensure that suitable training is available when needed. We also contract external experts for specialist

training needs such as mine rescue.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/community-relations/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/safety-by-choice-not-chance/


Developing Our Workers

Our teams keep track of upcoming training needs and training documentation with the help of the training register. The

register also provides a training record for each worker to support career growth and continued employability in the

mining industry.

Data Highlights

 84%
of employees had a performance

review in ����

43 people
promoted internally in ����

Our continued efforts in ���� to develop our workforce and build our teams used a balance of promotion from within

our current workforce, and external recruitment to identify and hire new talent. As we grow our operations, we aim to

continue supporting employee retention and to attract new employees.

In our first full year of commercial operation, we supported internal promotions through a newly implemented system

of annual performance and development reviews for all of our employees. In ����, ��% of our workforce participated in

the performance review process�, which included individual goal setting and managerial support to progress these

goals. This process also helped our supervisors and managers proactively identify high performers and support

upward mobility within the company. As a result, Pretivm promoted �� people in ���� and supported another ��

people to change positions over the course of the year.

Our managers and supervisors, and up to the Vice President of Operations and other senior leaders, support skills

development throughout the company. Aside from the formal training programs outlined above, our leaders often take

the time to help future leaders develop business and management skills including computer skills, cost controls,

project management, and other fundamental knowledge that supports success.

�Employees hired after September � did not have a formal review in ����.



Community Relations

Commitment to Northwest BC

Pretivm’s Social Responsibility Policy guides our grassroots approach to community relations. Our Community

Relations Manager leads the day-to-day activities on the ground, driven by our commitment to providing local

economic benefits through employment, training, and business opportunities. Our senior leadership, including the CEO

and Executive Vice President of Corporate Affairs and Sustainability, champion this commitment at all levels of the

organization.

Northwest BC is home to many of our workers and contractors. Our commitment to develop and maintain strong ties

with local residents, communities, and Indigenous groups has helped us deliver mutual benefits through local

employment, procurement, and community investment.

Our regional office in Smithers is the base for our Community Relations Manager, who regularly engages with

communities and Indigenous groups through planned events such as career fairs and information sessions, visits to

local schools, as well as community and cultural events. The Community Relations Manager also works closely with

local employment and training officers and acts as a liaison with our human resources and procurement departments.

By staying in touch with local communities, we share information about upcoming opportunities and stay informed

about local issues. This connection supports our ability to identify opportunities where we can have a positive impact.

We believe that—when done right—mining can be win-win for all involved, and we work hard to make this a reality. We

choose to invest in people and communities: our approach to the development of a strong and successful workforce

has been to support the individuals, families, and communities that surround our operation. This means investment in

steady, long-term employment opportunities and support for families and communities so that everyone can thrive

and succeed. We also work with youth to identify career opportunities in the mining industry and elsewhere, and help

local businesses access contracts and partnerships. We contribute to the economic prosperity of a number of smaller

communities in Northwest BC through these initiatives, and the direct economic stimulus of our employment and

procurement supports indirect benefits such as spin-off employment in local communities.  

More information about regional employment and economic expenditures is provided in Our Workforce and

Contractors and Supply Chain. 

“When you hire someone, you also take on a family and a
community.”

Aldea Lavallie, Community Relations Manager

https://s1.q4cdn.com/222336918/files/doc_downloads/sustainability/Social-Responsibility-Policy.pdf
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/our-workforce-and-contractors/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/creating-value-through-gold/supply-chain/


Partnering for Training & Economic Development

Responding in Times of Crisis

Indigenous Involvement

Our approach to training and economic development is to partner for success. We are actively engaged in provincial

and regional initiatives targeted at training, skills development, and economic growth and diversification. Our

Community Relations Manager currently sits on the Mining Sector Advisory Group for the Industry Training Authority

(ITA), the provincial agency responsible for trades and apprenticeships. In this role, she advises on training strategies,

policies, and our experience as an industry employer so that the ITA can better understand and respond to industry

needs.

Our efforts in ���� also aimed to support the shared goal of the Kitimat Valley Institute and Northwest Apprenticeship

Network Group to connect Northwest BC apprentices with relevant jobs in the mining industry. We continue to meet

regularly with these groups to identify opportunities for apprenticeships.

Our strong relationships with local communities are especially important in times of crisis, especially as we are a

neighbour to the communities and Indigenous groups with whom we work. We demonstrated our commitment to

these relationships in response to two incidents that occurred in ����.

Following a fatal accident that involved a contractor's employee, we provided immediate support for all employees

and contractors, rapidly deploying grief-counselling services following the incident. We also extended our Employee

Assistance Program—which provides access to confidential counselling and other resources—to all workers employed

by the contractor. Following a full investigation of the incident, we made a decision to bring the responsibility for this

particular scope of work in-house. Through the transition, we worked with the contractors’ employees to identify

opportunities for continued employment.

Also in ����, Pretivm initiated a quick response to support those affected by forest fires in Telegraph Creek. This

included support during and after the fires, including a donation to fund reconstruction efforts in the community.

Portions of the Brucejack Mine, access road, and transmission line lie within the traditional territories claimed by the

Tahltan Nation and Tsetsaut/Skii km Lax Ha, and in the Nass Area of the Nisga’a Nation as defined in the Nisga’a Final

Agreement. We value our relationships with these and other Indigenous groups, and we are committed to working

together towards sustainable growth and development in the region.

Cooperation and Benefits Agreements with the Nisga’a Lisims Government and Tahltan Central Government support

our relationships with these Indigenous groups. We have also worked closely with Tsetsaut/Skii km Lax Ha and

Gitanyow First Nation. While our formal Agreements provide hiring objectives, we consider these objectives to be a

minimum standard and are pleased to have exceeded them for some First Nations in ����. We share our progress

against each commitment with the Nisga’a Lisims Government and Tahltan Central Government in monthly reports.

Beyond negotiated agreements, we support and engage with local Indigenous groups for many reasons. We recognize

the history of First Nations in the area and the legacy of resource development in past decades. Our Social

Responsibility Policy defines our commitment to incorporating Indigenous knowledge, building capacity, and working

cooperatively with local communities and Indigenous groups. Our hope is that our actions today support the Brucejack

Mine’s legacy of long-term local and regional benefits.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/highlight-stories/responding-to-forest-fire-crisis-in-telegraph-creek/
https://s1.q4cdn.com/222336918/files/doc_downloads/sustainability/Social-Responsibility-Policy.pdf
https://s1.q4cdn.com/222336918/files/doc_downloads/sustainability/Social-Responsibility-Policy.pdf


Building Skills & Experience

Engagement with First Nations’ Employment and Training Offices: Our Community Relations Manager works with

staff from Nisga’a Nation, Tahltan Nation, and Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs to share information about employment

opportunities and interested applicants, and to give feedback on recruitment processes. In May ����, she also

facilitated a session with all three Indigenous groups to share experiences, common interests, and challenges

related to employment and training. We plan to make this an annual event.

Snow Removal Recruitment Program: Building on the success of the past year’s snow removal recruitment team,

we were excited to provide this program again in ����. Indigenous applicants received support before and after the

interview process, and the hiring team provided each person with individual feedback. Throughout the recruitment

efforts, Pretivm met with each Indigenous group to review hiring requirements and provide feedback on candidates.

Tahltan Skills Inventory Database: Our mill and maintenance teams have shared their skills and training information

with the Tahltan Skills Inventory Database. Managed by the Tahltan Nation, this database aims to improve workforce

capacity and development through the creation of user profiles, which support a quick search of potential

employees’ skills, education, and experience against the job requirements of active postings for both Pretivm and

other potential employers. The user profiles will also support essential skills testing and link to curriculum modules

to develop essential skills as needed.

Recruitment

Nisga’a Employment, Skills and Training (NEST)

Tahltan Works

Gitanyow Education and Training Institute

Upper Skeena Development Office

WorkBC

Our approach to building skills and experience for our workforce is to ensure we contribute to capacity building efforts

in a way that is meaningful to each Indigenous group. In ����, we continued to support a number of initiatives designed

to maximize Indigenous employment and maintain regular engagement with communities:

Our community relations efforts are fundamental to the success of our Indigenous recruitment program. Between ����

and ����, the number of Indigenous workers employed by Pretivm nearly doubled. More information about Indigenous

employment is provided in Our Workforce and Contractors.

Our goal is to maximize Indigenous employment with the Brucejack Mine. To achieve this goal we provide a distinct

advantage for Indigenous workers through our recruitment process. We provide early notification of job postings to

Nisga’a Nation, Tahltan Nation, and Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs prior to public and online posting. Our first preference

for any role, where required job qualifications are met, is to hire from the Indigenous groups with whom we have

negotiated agreements. Our Community Relations Manager works with First Nations to identify potential applicants

and to provide information about the recruitment and hiring process. Some of the organizations we worked with in ����

to promote Indigenous hiring included:

Our annual hiring of the snow removal team is one of our most successful Indigenous recruitment initiatives. Snow

removal is critical to our operations as we face challenging winter conditions and heavy snowfall every year. It also

provides an entry-level opportunity for interested applicants to gain exposure to work on rotation at a remote mine site,

while building job experience and employment skills. Many people appreciate the seasonal nature of the work, which

allows them to enjoy other pursuits in the summer. We feel successful when our temporary employees progress into

permanent positions and continue to develop careers with our organization.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/our-workforce-and-contractors/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/our-workforce-and-contractors/


Community Investment

Participating in Local Events

Sports teams including hockey, figure skating,

volleyball, soccer and basketball

Career fairs

Industry events including Minerals North conference

Music and literacy programs

Health and fitness programs

Christmas dinners, hampers, and events for children

Indigenous cultural events

Our community investment strategy is guided by our Corporate Donations Policy, which outlines how requests for

donation or sponsorship are evaluated. We prioritize investments that have a local focus and contribute to ongoing and

sustainable efforts for community building. We support work with community-based organizations, particularly those

that can demonstrate measurable results in the form of positive impacts on communities.

In ����, we contributed over $���,��� in local donations, sponsorships, and other investments with communities and

Indigenous groups in Northwest BC. Beneficiaries included:

In addition to financial contributions, our staff invested time and provided in-kind donations of storage space and cargo

transportation. While most of our investments arise through requests from community organizations, we have also

proactively identified opportunities to make a positive impact.

We were honoured to accept invitations to community events hosted by our Indigenous partners in ����. These events

provide a wonderful opportunity to engage with local residents one-on-one and share stories, culture, and history. We

were fortunate to be welcomed at the Tahltan Nation’s annual Tour De Telegraph fundraising bike ride in June ����,

riding a grueling ��� km between Telegraph Creek and Dease Lake. This year also marked our third year of participation

in Hobiyee (Nisga’a New Year). The lunar celebration this February will also mark the arrival of the oolichan to the Nass

River, and we look forward to continued involvement.

Throughout Northwest BC, our participation in local career fairs and other community events provides a welcome

opportunity to engage with local members, families, and employees of the communities surrounding our Mine.

Pretivm attended career fairs in Dease Lake, Gitanmaax, and
Gitanyow in 2018. Our Community Relations Manager also

met with students at Coast Mountain College to provide
information about careers in mining and potential
employment opportunities at the Brucejack Mine.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/corporate-governance-and-business-ethics/#Donations


Safety by Choice, Not Chance

Safety is everyone’s responsibility and it is our top priority, every day.

We continued to strengthen our safety culture in ���� and work for

continuous improvement in our safety performance. We are

passionate about ensuring a safe and healthy work environment that

extends to all aspects of our operation. We believe that safety starts

with our workers, who are responsible for complying with our safety

management systems and processes. Managers ensure that

workers have the tools and skills needed to operate safely and

undertake hazard analysis to manage risks proactively.

Our strong safety culture benefited from stronger expectations of

management in ����. Our occupational health and safety (OHS)

management system now includes requirements for managerial

staff to be on-site more often and to complete toolbox meetings,

safety inspections, and equipment inspections during every site visit.

This has increased safety-focused engagement between workers and managers at site, to everyone’s benefit. When

our managers show leadership with strong safety practices and demonstrate commitment to OHS inspections and

reporting, others improve their safety practices too.

“Safety success is about a culture, not statistics. This means
increased engagement, strong employee commitment, and

buy-in from people at all levels. If you can get a safety culture
going, the rest will follow.”

David Prins, VP Operations



Occupational Health & Safety Management

H&S Management Tools

Incident Reporting & Investigation

Our OHS Manual and Fitness for Duty Policy support

our goal of Zero Harm and apply to all workers at site,

including both direct employees and contractors. Our

efforts to communicate with our workforce about the

importance of safety supports the successful

implementation of our OHS standards across our

operations. We consider our OHS Manual, standard

operating procedures, and job hazard analyses to be

living documents, and we critically review and amend

our practices to stay relevant and aligned with best

practice for the task at hand. Our senior leadership

regularly audits our internal safety management system

and commissions annual assessments by external auditors.

There are two Joint Health and Safety Committees at our operation, one based at the Brucejack Mine site and the other

at Knipple camp. These employee-led committees are required under provincial regulation and meet every four

weeks. Our management team attends committee meetings upon request. The committees work to identify and

address workplace health and safety issues and represent the interests of all our employees and contractors.

In ����, we developed and launched new tools to support our safety culture and our goal of Zero Harm.  All our

managers and supervisors used new Personal Safety Trackers to track safety performance against the specific metrics

of each role. Metrics include, for example, completion of a certain number of safety inspections and identifying

corrective actions. Staff display these trackers prominently, leading to a marked improvement in the safety culture at

our Mine. Visible to visiting regulatory inspectors, trackers showcase our commitment to transparency in OHS

performance.

Safety trackers integrate with other elements of our safety program, and data from the trackers influence discretionary

bonuses. Corrective actions arising from safety inspections are centrally recorded so we can track and manage these

actions across teams at our Mine. Our new Corrective Action Tracking System (CATS) acts as a repository for

information from both staff and contractors. We launched CATS on a small scale in ���� and plan to implement it

across the organization in ����.

Our enhanced approach to safety at site focused on an increased managerial presence and engagement in our day-to-

day activities. The strong examples shown by our managers and senior leadership resulted in an increase in incident

reporting in ����. We are proud to run a mine site where our staff and contractors not only feel secure and empowered

to report incidents and concerns, they also understand the importance of doing so.

Lost Time Injuries
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For all work-related incidents—including higher risk near-miss events—Pretivm investigates in accordance with our

OHS Manual. Depending on the incident severity, we may convene a multi-disciplinary committee that includes

representatives from safety, environment, operations, and other relevant departments. Committees follow a structured

process to investigate the root cause of the incident. We record outcomes and corrective actions in CATS and share

learnings from each event across the company through emails and newsletters, daily safety reports, and managers’

toolbox meetings.

We train all our employees to identify hazards in the workplace so we can address them promptly and effectively. We

also encourage our employees to communicate any concerns or issues. All of our workers have “stop work” authority,

and we actively communicate this authority so everyone feels empowered to use it.

Safety Training

We invest in safety and focus on prevention by training our workforce, tracking incidents and corrective actions, and

communicating what we learn. In addition to formal training courses and orientations, daily toolbox meetings each

morning at the mine help managers build a strong understanding of safety and promote a common understanding of

risk management. These discussions focus on relevant topics ranging from cold weather safety and pedestrian/vehicle

interactions to illness prevention and the risks of complacency, among other matters.

Pretivm provides a rigorous on-site safety-training program that includes both generalized and job-specific courses. All

staff and visitors receive site orientations covering basic safety rules and procedures, environmental management, and

hazard awareness. Job-specific safety training programs in ���� included those related to underground works such as

confined space awareness and operation of underground equipment. There were courses related to the local terrain

and environment such as avalanche safety, glacier travel, and swift-water rescue training. Those who work at heights

received training such as aerial work, rigging, and fall protection. We also provided courses in first aid, use of personal

protective equipment (PPE), and operation of equipment and vehicles.

“At Pretivm, we train our people to be industry leaders in
safety.”

David Prins, VP Operations



Emergency Preparedness

A five-day firefighting course including airport fire and

extrication exercises

Use of specialized breathing apparatus including those

designed for surface and underground rescues

Use of ropes for rescue

Avalanche, ice, and water rescues

Certification in Standard First Aid with Transportation

Endorsement

Spill containment and response

Data Highlights

 1st place award
best Underground Firefighting 

Team at the Provincial Mine 
Rescue and First Aid competition

7,057 hours
training for Emergency Response
Team including firefighting, first 

aid, and rescue operations

The Brucejack Mine is remote and far removed from public services,

and it is important that we are self-sufficient in our ability to respond

rapidly and effectively to a wide range of potential emergencies. Our

Emergency Preparedness Procedure and Policy provides structure

and direction to our emergency response program. We run regular

evacuation drills for the mine, mill, and camp. We also practice

tabletop simulations of responses to a wide range of risks and

potential incidents including bus rollovers, earthquakes, fire, and gas

leaks. We use our internal risk register to identify the types of

incidents demonstrated in these simulations. We document and

communicate corrective actions resulting from drills and tabletop

simulations through CATS.

We maintain emergency response teams at the Brucejack Mine and

Knipple camp. In ����, there were �� team members at the mine

site and an additional �� members at Knipple camp. Team members received an average of �� hours of training in ����

on topics including:

In June ����, the Brucejack Mine Rescue team attended the annual Provincial Mine Rescue and First Aid competition

in Kimberly, BC. Although this was their first competition, the team won the Best Underground Firefighting category.

The contest also awarded one of the Brucejack team members as the Best Underground Coordinator. Several team

members now use the skills learned as part of the rescue team training as proud members of their local community

fire and rescue teams.



Workplace Health & Wellness 

On-site Health Clinic

Considering the remote location of the mine site, where a journey to the hospital in winter could be more than eight

hours, reliable on-site medical services are critical to the well-being of our workforce. In addition to work-related risks

of injury, the fact that many workers are at site for two-week rotations presents a higher likelihood that other health

issues may arise. Our on-site primary care clinic, operated under contract with Iridia Medical Services through a joint

venture with the Nisga’a Nation, addresses the need for reliable on-site medical services at the Brucejack Mine.

Medical staff include remote-care nurses and advanced care paramedics under the guidance of two off-site physicians;

physicians are on-call to provide guidance or instruction to on-site staff as needed.

Our on-site clinic works under a Policy and Procedure Manual comprising more than ��� policies and procedures

related to topics like communicable disease, wound care, triage, patient transport, privacy, mental health assessment,

and document management. In ����, we expanded clinic services to include proactive and preventative health

initiatives such as flu vaccines, updated health and wellness campaigns, and occupational health programs related to

lead, audiology, and spirometry testing. The clinic also provides a variety of voluntary programs including monitoring

blood sugar and blood pressure, early detection for diabetes and hypertension, cancer prevention and detection,

women’s health, and a smoking cessation program. The depth and quality of service at the health clinic exceeds the

legal requirements for a mine site and rivals clinics in many remote northern communities. In fact, �� percent of patient

visits are not work-related. Due to the convenience and level of service available at the site, many workers prefer to

receive health care at site rather than in community clinics.

We also run robust monitoring programs for certain job-related illnesses. For example, underground mine workers may

be exposed to heightened levels of dust and silica particles. To monitor potential changes, all underground workers

receive health exams including questionnaires and a baseline chest x-ray. We give workers information about their

personal lung health, which has prompted a number of people to stop smoking and improve lung function.

“Brucejack Mine continues to be an example of how health
care and industry can work together to coordinate services
while minimizing the impacts of industrial development on

the health services of small communities. Their leadership is a
model for other organizations involved in industrial

development and work camps in the North.”

Ciro Panessa, Chief Operating Officer, Northern Health Authority (Northwest Region)



Clinic Reporting & Engagement

Recreation

The clinic monitors and reports its progress to the Mine General Manager and the Vice President of Operations. We

report on performance indicators related to facilities, patient care, liaison with hospitals, and program usage. Clinic staff

meet with management each week to review trends and changing needs. We also engage regularly with Northern

Health, the regional health authority, to discuss and manage potential impacts on local services including hospitals and

ambulance service.

Data Highlights

$1.3 million
invested in health and wellness in

����

Over 4,000 patient visits
averaging approximately ��� visits

to the clinic each month

47 patient
transports

completed in partnership with BC
Ambulance Services

3,305 non-work-related
visits

up from ��� non-work-related visits
to the clinic in ����

To complement health and wellness initiatives, Pretivm also runs a diverse recreation program at the site. In addition to

the on-site gym, there are often programs for yoga and stretching, walking, and other types of recreation. Other staff

events and social activities at our mine site include knitting, bingo, playing music, and singing.



Protecting the Environment

Pretivm views protection of the natural environment as a key corporate responsibility and an integral component of our

success. We pursue the development and operation of the Brucejack Mine in accordance with the principles of

sustainable resource development and applicable environmental regulations and permits. This includes activities

related to watershed stewardship, protecting the natural landscape and its wildlife, managing materials and waste, and

minimizing our energy use and carbon emissions.

Our commitment to environmental protection is embodied in our Environmental Policy, which guides the work of all

employees, suppliers, and contractors. At the mine site, the protection of the natural environment is everyone’s

responsibility, every day. This includes each employee, our management, and the Board of Directors. Environmental

protection is a foundation of the Board's sustainability mandate, and our investors view environmental protection,

awareness and action on climate change, and sustainable operation as requirements for responsible investment.

https://s1.q4cdn.com/222336918/files/doc_downloads/sustainability/Environmental_Policy.pdf


Environmental Management

Our approach to environmental management at site is centered on best practices and adaptive management, as we

work to meet—and often exceed—regulatory requirements in BC. We strive for ongoing evaluation and improvement of

our approach to environmental management and protection. Our environmental team consists of �� people dedicated

to environmental management at the Brucejack Mine and includes biologists, environmental engineers, hydrologists,

GIS specialists, water treatment plant operators, and others. In addition to operational activities, we use a risk register to

identify and manage risks to our business and operation, including environmental risks, and our management team

reviews and updates the risk register in quarterly meetings.

The Mine General Manager and Environmental Manager are responsible for environmental management at site on a

daily basis. They report on performance and changes to the risk register to senior management and the Board, who are

ultimately responsible for environmental protection. Our team also works closely with federal and provincial authorities

to report on our activities at site.

The Environmental Management System (EMS) for the Brucejack Mine consists of �� Environmental Management

Plans (EMPs). The plans detail the management of different environmental aspects, such as water quality, air quality,

spill response, aquatic effects, metal leaching and acid rock drainage, wildlife, vegetation, waste management, and

chemicals and materials storage and handling. We regularly make improvements to the EMPs, which cover all of our

activities from exploration, mining, processing, and progressive reclamation, to eventual closure. We completed a full

review and update of all EMPs in ����. Our approach of adaptive management is based on monitoring and adapting

our practices to respond to changing conditions at site and as new and increasingly efficient technologies become

available.

Overall, the Brucejack Mine has a relatively small footprint. This is primarily because the mine infrastructure is located

underground, and because Pretivm has made efforts to minimize the affected surface area through the design and

configuration of the site. While the closure plan provides for overall reclamation and regeneration of the mine site,

transmission line, and access road, we also make efforts to limit new disturbance, and progressively reclaim disturbed

land each year.

“Our goal is to set the precedent for achieving sustainable
mining—from construction to closure—to raise the industry
standard and improve the public perception of the mining

industry.”

Robin McCall, Assistant Environmental Manager



Regulatory Compliance

Pretivm has developed and currently operates the Brucejack Mine in compliance with the stringent federal and

provincial requirements designed to protect the natural environment throughout the mining lifecycle. The Canadian

and British Columbian regulatory requirements governing mines are some of the most stringent in the world.

Compliance with our permits and related regulatory requirements sets a high standard, and we continue to improve

our practices and invest in new and efficient technologies for environmental protection and monitoring. We work with

government agencies, environmental experts, and our Indigenous partners to ensure not only our compliance with

environmental regulations, but also to ensure we meet the expectations of our neighbours.

To achieve our standard of environmental protection, our EMPs drive a program of environmental management,

inspection, and monitoring. We document outcomes in a compliance tracking register that supports our approach of

adaptive management, continual learning, and improvement. In ����, we recorded a total of �� external and

independent environmental inspections at site, compared to �� in ����. In addition, our EMP’s conducted numerous

internal inspections and audits throughout the year. The outcomes of inspections, audits, and environmental

monitoring each inform the ongoing improvement of our environmental management approach. Pretivm submits

environmental management and compliance reports to regulatory authorities as required by the terms of our

authorizations, and we also share this information with our Indigenous partners.

Despite our best efforts, incidents occasionally occur and we need to position our staff to respond and learn from

experience. Our compliance register allows us to analyze trends and identify areas for improvement. Five reportable

spills occurred in ����, which marked a reduction of ��% compared to the previous year. The most common source of

spills in ���� related to minor releases of hydraulic fluid from heavy equipment. We responded promptly to each of

these events to minimize any potential impact to the environment, investigate the cause, and learn from the incident.

Our actions to reduce spills of hydraulic fluid are discussed further in Spill Prevention & Response Planning. We

continue to improve our overall environmental management system through the analysis of trended data and insightful

reflection.

At the primary point of water quality compliance, where water flows from Brucejack Lake to the downstream receiving

environment, we recorded �� exceedances of water quality discharge limits in ����. All exceedances were temporary

in nature and remained below levels deemed to avoid significant downstream effects of aquatic life during pre-

development impact assessments. Concurrent monitoring within the downstream receiving environment confirmed

that water quality met objectives for protection of aquatic life or remained within natural background levels.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/materials-and-waste-management/#SpillPrevention


Watershed Management

Protecting downstream water quality is a priority for Pretivm, and is a key interest of

Indigenous groups and stakeholders. As a result, water management and stewardship is

essential in the planning and execution of all our activities at the Brucejack Mine, so that we

can preserve natural water quality and flow volumes in the surrounding environment.

Unlike many gold mines, we do not use cyanide in the gold extraction process, so we avoid

many of the hazards associated with cyanide management.

Pretivm integrated a watershed management approach in the design of the Brucejack

Mine. The mine site receives a high volume of rain and snow throughout the year, with an

average snow depth of nearly four metres. All water within the mine site that comes into

contact with excavated bedrock material must be treated, so we have designed the mine

site to minimize this volume. Channels around the site divert meltwater and surface runoff

away from the mine site, reducing the volume of contact water. We collect and contain the

runoff water that does contact excavated bedrock, and treat it before discharging back to

the environment via Brucejack Lake.

Our Water Management Plan is supported by six additional EMPs� that contribute to different aspects of water management. Various

departments within our operation are responsible for specific elements—including groundwater, surface water, and water treatment—and

management responsibilities are consolidated in our environmental management system.

The water quality of Brucejack Lake is the key indicator for success of Pretivm’s watershed management approach. Brucejack Lake is not fish

bearing due to a natural fish barrier �� kilometres downstream of the mine site, which prevents fish from traveling further upstream. We

discharge treated effluent from the mine site to Brucejack Lake, and the lake also receives deposits of tailings and waste rock, as explained in

Materials and Waste Management. We are committed to managing water quality in Brucejack Lake to avoid negative impacts on water quality

further downstream.

Data Highlights

17 surface water
monitoring stations

36 groundwater
monitoring wells

2 snow
monitoring stations

3 weather
monitoring stations

1,519 samples
water and other environmental

samples analyzed in �����

5 air quality
monitoring stations

�EMPs supporting water management include the Aquatic Effects Monitoring Plan, Metal Leaching and Acid Rock Drainage Management Plan, Spill Response Plan, Tailings and
Subaqueous Waste Rock Deposition Management Plan, Nitrogen Management Plan, Chromium Management Plan, and the overall Water Management Plan.

����� sampling data does not include rock samples, samples of other solid materials, or potable water samples.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/materials-and-waste-management/


Water Withdrawal, Reuse/Recycling & Discharge

The lifecycle of water at the Brucejack Mine includes water collection and withdrawal, re-use/recycling, treatment, and discharge. Pretivm

designed the Brucejack Mine as a closed-loop water system. All water that comes into contact with our site is collected and treated before

returning to the natural environment, and water is recycled and re-used where possible.

In ����, we withdrew ��,��� cubic metres (m�) of groundwater to supply potable water at the mine site. To provide water for the mill process,

we capture groundwater seeping into the underground mine (amounting to ���,��� m� in ����), collect surface runoff from rainfall and

snowmelt, recycle process water within the mill, and withdraw water from Brucejack Lake to supplement these sources. In ����, we withdrew

���,��� m� of water from Brucejack Lake.

At the on-site industrial water treatment plant, we treat water from the underground mine and the mill process to remove fine silt and metals

and then recirculate this water through the mill process again. In ����, we recirculated nearly half (�� percent) of all water sent to the mill,

amounting to ���,��� m�. We ultimately discharged ���,��� m� of treated water to Brucejack Lake in ����. Federal and provincial legislation

regulates effluent discharge at the Mine. We ensure that the effluent meets applicable water quality standards and report this information to

provincial and federal regulators.

Water Withdrawal by Source (cubic metres)�
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Water Reused/Recycled & Discharged (cubic metres)�
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�Mine operations commenced in mid-����. Therefore, water withdrawal, reuse/recycle, and discharge volumes are not directly comparable between ���� and ����.

���� ����

Groundwater (potable water from well)

Groundwater (captured from
underground mine)

Brucejack Lake

���� ����

Volume Discharged with Tailings

Treated Volume Discharged

Volume Reused/Recycled

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/images/Graphic_WaterManagement4.jpg


Protecting & Monitoring Water Quality

Data Highlights

921,071 m3

water used
in the mill process

451,674 m3

water recirculated
in the mill process

49%
of water is recirculated

in the mill process

Pretivm’s commitment to exceptional water management is supported through a program of inspections, audits, environmental monitoring,

and continual improvement as described in Environmental Management. For example, weekly water quality monitoring of Brucejack Lake

verifies whether our management measures are effective. We compare the monitoring results to predictions made by water quality models,

and input the results back into the model to refine future predictions.

Annual Averages at Brucejack Lake Outflow�

Parameter ���� ����
Permitted

Discharge Criteria�

pH �.�� �.�� �.�–�.�

TSS �.�� �.�� �� mg/L

T-Cr �.����� �.����� �.�� mg/L

T-Cu �.����� �.����� �.�� mg/L

T-Ag �.������� �.����� �.���� mg/L

T-Fe �.��� �.�� �.� mg/L

T-As �.���� �.���� �.��� mg/L

�Water quality measured at discharge compliance point BJ �.��.
�As of December ��, ����.

Our goal to meet or exceed regulatory requirements is evident throughout our

operation and is particularly relevant to our efforts to protect water. In addition to

regulatory compliance, we have established internal triggers for water quality

that may prompt management action. These internal triggers are lower than the

regulatory limits.

Pretivm’s water quality monitoring program encompasses facilities and natural

water bodies in and around the mine site. At the site, we monitor the quality of

mill process water, as well as effluent from the on-site sewage treatment plant

and industrial water treatment plant. Water quality of Brucejack Lake is also a

key indicator, and we monitor water quality within the lake itself, at its outlet, and

the downstream receiving environment. We monitor a long list of water quality

parameters including general water chemistry and metal concentrations. Some

of the key parameters we track are total suspended solids, pH, conductivity,

temperature, and metals such as chromium, copper, silver, and iron.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/environmental--management/


Energy & Climate Change

Energy Use & Efficiency

The effects of climate change around the world are increasingly evident. Pretivm recognizes that climate change is

influenced by human activity and requires purposeful action by all of us. As a company, Pretivm has a responsibility to

produce gold as efficiently and sustainably as possible and the high-grade nature of the Brucejack gold deposit makes

this a very achievable goal.

From the start, we have shown our commitment to reducing our

impact on climate change through the efficient development,

design, and operation of our facilities. We invested $���.� million to

construct the transmission line that connects the Brucejack Mine to

the BC Hydro electricity grid. This greatly reduces our emissions as

we run much of our infrastructure—including the mill and camp—on

clean energy provided by BC Hydro, with less reliance on diesel-

powered generators. At the mill, we have improved energy

efficiency by using a pebble crusher as required to improve

processing effectiveness, and have installed variable frequency

electrical drives and LED lighting.

In ����—our first full year of operations—we consumed ���,���

gigajoules (GJ) of renewable and non‑renewable energy at the

Brucejack Mine. As we monitor our energy consumption through

future years, we will continue to look for opportunities to improve our energy efficiency.

Data Highlights

34.81 joules
per gram of gold:

energy intensity ratio

1,687 grams CO2e
per gram of gold:

GHG emissions intensity ratio



Emissions

Pretivm continues to look for additional opportunities to

increase energy efficiency as well as other

opportunities for electrification, particularly where use

of electricity from BC Hydro would displace

combustion of fossil fuels. For example, we use electric

heaters in place of traditional propane heaters. Our

efforts to source employees, vendors, and contractors

locally reduce travel distance and associated

emissions. Although we still depend on traditional fuels

in some areas, including mobile heavy equipment, our

practice has always been to use low-sulphur diesel fuel

and pollution control equipment.

As we identify and implement these opportunities, we continue to improve our air emissions. This includes greenhouse

gases (GHGs), ozone-depleting substances (ODS), nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulphur oxides (SOX), and particulate matter

(including dust). We manage emissions through our Air Quality Management Plan and associated monitoring programs,

and measure our direct GHG emissions.

In ����, Pretivm’s direct emissions amounted to ��,��� tonnes of CO�-equivalent (CO�e) emissions. This was

comparable to emissions in ���� (��,��� tonnes CO�e) despite full-scale operations at the Brucejack Mine throughout

the year. The consistent emissions despite the increase in operational activity was achieved through energy efficiency

initiatives including electrification of the mine through the transmission line.

Direct (Scope �) GHG Emissions (tonnes of
CO�e)
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“We have an intimate understanding of the risks and
opportunities that come with climate change, as our Brucejack

Mine is located in a recently de-glaciated alpine area, and
access to the mine includes a traverse of the Knipple Glacier.
Our risk mitigation plans dedicate resources to monitoring

changes to the glacier, managing avalanche risks, and ensuring
the safety of our operations.”

Joseph J. Ovsenek, President, CEO and Director of Pretivm Resources Inc.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/highlight-stories/evaluating-options-for-electrification/


Climate Change

Our remote location in Northwest BC emphasizes how climate change can significantly affect our operations. While we 

work to reduce emissions that contribute to climate change, we also plan for the practical and logistical challenges 

that may arise from changing weather and climate. This includes the potential for increased frequency or severity of 

extreme events, such as high precipitation causing flooding, warm temperatures contributing to wildfires or flooding 

from rapid snowmelt, and the annual freezing of Brucejack Lake. These events have real potential to influence our 

operations, and we carefully assessed these risks and potential impacts throughout the planning and design of the 

mine. We regularly evaluate changing climate and weather-related risk scenarios, and potential financial implications, 

within the Brucejack Mine risk register.

The Brucejack Mine access road presents a tangible example of how climate change can affect our operations. A 

portion of the access road traverses the Knipple Glacier, and our workers, contractors, and suppliers regularly cross this 

road to access the mine. We work with experienced glaciologists to monitor the condition of the glacier road and 

overall state of glacial retreat. Records show that retreat of the glacier has been steady in the years we have been 

present in the area. As the glacier recedes, we must realign the section of road along the glacier and the access ramps 

on and off the glacier, and we expect that we will need to adjust the alignment again in approximately three years. 

These realignments were anticipated during project planning and design and are accounted for in the mine plan and 

economics.



Materials & Waste Management

Mine Waste

Managing materials and wastes, including hazardous products and

potential sources of pollution, is fundamental to protecting water,

biodiversity, and other aspects of the environment. We bring

supplies to the Brucejack Mine to support operations and dispose of

various waste products on- and off-site. These include mine waste,

such as tailings and waste rock, and hazardous and non-hazardous

materials and wastes, ranging from food and cleaning products

used in the camp to fuel for vehicles and heavy equipment

operations.

Our approach to the management of materials and waste is through

our overall environmental management system (EMS) as described

in Environmental Management. Specific management plans that

pertain to materials and waste include the Chemicals and Materials

Storage and Handling Plan, Tailings and Subaqueous Waste Rock

Deposition Management Plan, Spill Response Plan, and the overarching Waste Management Plan.

Investors, regulators, the public, and Indigenous groups are increasingly focused on responsible long-term tailings

management across the mining industry. While the Brucejack Mine does not include a man-made tailings pond and

dam, Pretivm recognizes the importance of the responsible management of our tailings today and beyond the life of

the Mine.

We have avoided a conventional tailings pond and dam (with associated risks of dam failure and long-term

maintenance requirements after closure) by using features of the natural landscape. Where possible, we deposit waste

rock and tailings from the Brucejack Mine as backfill in the underground mine. We submerge the remainder of waste

rock and tailings in Brucejack Lake. There are no fish in Brucejack Lake, and the water is naturally high in dissolved

metals from the surrounding geology. This natural environment provided an opportunity for Pretivm to avoid the need

for a conventional tailings dam. We monitor the quality of water in the lake and downstream water bodies to ensure we

continue to protect them as part of our watershed management program. This approach greatly reduces risk to the

environment and liability to Pretivm associated with mine waste, as waste rock and tailings will remain submerged with

no requirement to maintain a dam or containment structure.

The Brucejack Mine produced ���,��� tonnes of waste rock in ����. Of these, ���,��� tonnes were disposed in

Brucejack Lake and we used the remainder as backfill and around the site as part of operations and progressive

reclamation. In addition to waste rock, ���,��� dry metric tonnes of tailings were disposed in Brucejack Lake. As ����

was our first full year of mine production, this was our first full year of tailings management. In prior years, Pretivm

managed waste rock as part of construction activities.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/environmental--management/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/watershed-management/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/watershed-management/


Refuse & Recycling

Hazardous Materials Handling & Disposal

Spill Prevention & Response Planning

At the mine site, we separate refuse into different streams for disposal and recycling, including waste materials from

kitchens and offices, workshops, maintenance yards, and other facilities. Waste streams include general refuse,

cardboard, plastics, metals, burnable wood, non-burnable wood, electronics, and hydrocarbons. Our on-site waste

management department is responsible for the program and aims to maximize recycling and re-use, and minimize the

volumes of waste transported off-site for disposal. In ����, we disposed of ��� tonnes of non-hazardous waste off-site

at authorized regional waste facilities.

At the Brucejack Mine site, we consolidate scrap metal, which is re-used by a contractor. We recycle cardboard and

domestic recyclable materials. We incinerate burnable wood and domestic refuse at the site, and transport non-

burnable wood for off-site disposal. All employees receive instruction in the waste management program so that they

know how to handle and dispose of different waste products.

As part of Brucejack Mine operations, handling of

hazardous materials (such as diesel fuel and hydraulic

fluids) is a necessary part of our day-to-day activities. In

����, we used �,���,��� litres of diesel and ���,���

litres of gasoline. We track, manage, and measure all

hydrocarbons stored and handled at site as part of the

overall environmental management system, which

clearly assigns responsibilities for tasks such as fuel-

level tracking.

Pretivm contracts a licensed external company to

transport and properly dispose of hazardous waste

products. These products range from oily rags and

paint containers to excavated soil that has been

contaminated by a spill. In ����, ���.�� tonnes of

hazardous waste materials required off-site disposal.

We also contract a licenced carrier to transport sewage

sludge from our on-site sewage treatment plant, for proper disposal off-site.

Spill prevention is something we actively pursue every day, and

integrate throughout our management plans and practices.

Pretivm’s environmental management system includes standards of

practice for activities such as fueling, materials handing and

transportation, mechanical works, and other activities that could

lead to a spill. While we prefer to focus on prevention, we also

ensure that we are prepared to respond when needed. All of our

workers receive training in spill response so that we can quickly take

Fuel Consumption
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action if a spill does occur. In the event of an unplanned release, our

staff are prepared to respond to minimize effects on the

environment.



If a spill exceeds a certain threshold (which varies by substance), we are obligated to report it to provincial authorities

—but in practice, we record and report every spill internally. Our spill reports document the time and place, cause of 

the spill, response measures, and new measures created to prevent a reoccurrence in the future. Site managers report 

this information (for both reportable and non-reportable spills) to Pretivm’s senior management and the Board of 

Directors.

We also look at our performance data to identify trends, areas for improvement, and opportunities for enhanced 

management. In 2018, we reviewed our spill statistics and noticed that most of our spills were minor releases of 

hydraulic fluid related to hydraulic hose failures on heavy equipment. This was a new finding and we investigated 

thoroughly to determine potential contributing factors that related to human action as well as equipment condition. As 

a result, we educated workers on how to examine the hoses and identify flaws that may present a risk, and the actions 

to proactively replace or remedy faulty hoses. We updated our standard of practice to reflect the new process to 

examine hydraulic hoses for flaws prior to use, and the number of spills related to hydraulic hose failures dramatically 

decreased in the subsequent months. This resulted in the large reduction of reportable spills from 2018 to 2017.

Spill Response Training (hours)
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Protecting Biodiversity

Wildlife Advisory Committee

British Columbia has a rich and varied natural landscape and

Pretivm views biodiversity protection as one of our core

responsibilities. Demonstrating our management approach to

ecology and biodiversity is also important to our relationship with

the Indigenous groups.

The Brucejack Mine sits above the treeline in alpine tundra at an

elevation of �,��� metres. The land is rocky and there is not a lot of

soil to support vegetation or animal habitat around the mine site.

Natural conditions in the area—including elevation, poor quality of

growth media, location at the headwaters, and proximity to glaciers

—contribute to slow-growing and sparse vegetation. The

transmission line and access road extends through lower elevations

in areas with mature vegetation and wildlife. Wildlife known to

frequent areas near the access road include wolves, goats, bears,

and moose, among other mammals, as well as birds and amphibians.

Our environmental management system (EMS) governs our interaction with this unique natural setting, as described in

Environmental Management. In collaboration with Indigenous groups and regulatory agencies, we have developed a

suite of environmental management plans (EMPs) that describe our conservation measures and monitoring efforts.

Biodiversity-related EMPs include the Vegetation Management Plan, Invasive Plants Management Plan, Aquatic Effects

Monitoring Plan, Mountain Goat Management Plan, and overall Wildlife Management Plan. Our progressive reclamation

program is also part of our commitment to protecting biodiversity.

We are strongly committed to ongoing engagement with Indigenous groups through the Wildlife Advisory Committee

for the Brucejack Mine. The Wildlife Advisory Committee includes representatives from the Nisga’a Nation, Tahltan

Nation, Tsetsaut/Skii km Lax Ha, and provincial government. We engage with the Committee through meetings and

other communications to exchange information about wildlife sightings and encounters and to share updates about

our management approach. Engagement is ongoing throughout the year. We respect and appreciate the Committee’s

input, which contributes to the improvement of our management approach to protect the ecology and biodiversity of

the area.

Recent topics of discussion with the Wildlife Advisory Committee have included measures to reduce wildlife

attractants at the mine site, results of wildlife monitoring activities (including documented wildlife mortalities since

����), and information about traffic and access procedures on the access road.

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/environmental--management/


Impacts on Wildlife & Habitat

Protected Species

Pretivm’s management approach is designed to avoid negative

impacts on biodiversity while creating small yet meaningful benefits.

To date, there have been no significant negative impacts on wildlife

and habitat from the development and operation of the Brucejack

Mine. Interactions or concerns that do arise are discussed with the

Wildlife Advisory Committee and reported to senior management

and the Board of Directors.

As with any place of human activity, activities at the Brucejack Mine

can present a risk of attracting wildlife if not managed appropriately.

To keep wildlife and people safe, Pretivm limits attractants at the

mine site and all associated facilities. We store refuse indoors—or

outdoors in bear-proof containers—so as not to attract or be

accessible to wildlife. To reduce the potential for interactions with

wildlife, we train our employees to follow strict waste management

practices, to drive at safe speeds, and to report any wildlife observations or incidents. We regularly engage with our

workforce to reinforce the importance of these activities, and communicate new initiatives or changes in management.

In fact, the first issue of our employee newsletter (the Brucejack Blizzard) included discussion about wildlife attractants

and the importance of reporting sightings.

The Western Toad (Anaxyrus boreas) is identified federally as a species of special concern under the Species at Risk Act

and by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada, while the little brown myotis bat (Myotis

lucifugus) is listed as endangered on both registers. Pretivm’s environmental department manages a number of

innovative biodiversity programs to support the conservation of these and other species. This includes five tunnels to

help the Western Toad safely cross the access road and ten bat boxes in trees that provide roost habitat for the little

“This is a company that sees compliance as the minimum
standard, and then asks ‘what else can we do’?”

Xavier Pinto, Senior Hydrologist

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/highlight-stories/helping-toads-to-cross-the-road/


Landscape Protection & Progressive Reclamation 

brown myotis bat. We also have strict policies that govern the use and routes of aircraft, in an effort to reduce potential

disturbance of mountain goats.

In an effort to protect the Western Toad population near to the Mine, we have installed a series of “Toad Tunnels” at

relevant locations along the Brucejack Access Road. These tunnels provide safe passage for toads and keep the toads

off the road during their migrations (twice each year). Fences direct toads to the tunnels and signage along our access

road reminds drivers to slow down.

Should a toad manage to find a way up on the access road during their migration, the animals are hand-collected in

buckets and afforded safe transport to the other side of the road. To further our protection of the Western Toad in ����,

we conducted ground surveys and installed motion sensors and remote cameras to monitor toad use of the tunnels. In

����, we recorded ��� individual toads using the tunnels, and we collected and transported an additional ��� toads. Of

all toads observed, ��% were using tunnels, indicating that the tunnels are effectively reducing exposure of the

Western Toad to vehicle traffic.

Data Highlights

 665 toads
recorded using tunnels, compared

to �� individuals in ����

185 toads
transported by hand, compared

to ��� individuals in ����

The Mines Act permit for the Brucejack Mine covers a permitted area

of disturbance of ���.� ha.� However, the actual area of disturbance

for the mine site is much smaller at ��.� ha, or approximately ��

percent of the permitted area. The Mine’s small footprint benefits

from the fact that the mine infrastructure is located underground,

and Pretivm has made efforts to design surface infrastructure to be

compact and space efficient.

When disturbance of land cannot be avoided we are committed to

mitigating impacts where we can. Ground altering activity is guided

by our Environmental Management System and associated

management plans intended to minimize the impact to the

environment and promote future successful reclamation including

plans for erosion prevention and sediment control, invasive plant,

soil, and vegetation management (see also Environmental

Management).

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/environmental--management/


Reclamation Progress to Date

We recognize the importance of all ecosystems—even those sparse in flora and fauna—and continue to work with

regulators, Indigenous groups, and other stakeholders. Our first priority is to avoid new disturbance, and reclaim

disturbed areas when unavoidable. Pretivm is committed to progressive reclamation of land that has been disturbed

but no longer anticipated to be required to support project activities. The objective of any reclamation effort is to return

land near to its natural condition.

We run our reclamation program with the expertise of our in-house biologists and ecologists, and seek specialized

advice from external researchers and experts as needed. We have collected a variety of native plant species from the

area, such as willows and alders, and work with a nursery in Telkwa, BC, to propagate seedlings that we can use as part

of our progressive reclamation program.

Following construction of the transmission line in ����, anchor sites were seeded with native species, and these plants

continue to grow undisturbed. We have also revegetated former construction areas along the length of the access

road. Revegetation efforts in ���� focused on staging areas used during construction of the transmission line, as well

as sites at lower elevations of the access road. To date, we have made efforts to revegetate approximately �� hectares

of land including �.�� hectares in ���� which will contribute to progressive reclamation of these areas as planted

vegetation continues to grow.

�The Mines Act permit area includes the mine site next to Brucejack Lake and the northern ��.� km of the transmission line.



Highlight Stories

A New Career in Mining
Although there are a number of entry level jobs at the Brucejack

Mine, there are also some areas where it is harder to get the

initial experience needed to build a career. Pretivm is committed

to providing a range of opportunities for local and Indigenous

workers to build meaningful and lasting careers. To help people

enter careers in underground mine operations, we worked with

Procon (our underground mining contractor) to extend their

underground mine training program to Indigenous trainees from

Northwest BC.

One of the underground mine trainees in ���� was Danielle

Nole, from Iskut, BC. Danielle heard about the training

opportunity and submitted her resume through her First Nation’s

employment agency, Tahltan Works. With previous experience

operating equipment on the surface, Danielle has enjoyed

learning to operate different types of equipment in the

underground.

Danielle appreciates the ongoing training and support provided

through the program and notes that, even though she is the only

woman on her team, she feels welcomed and comfortable as a

part of the team. And the most important thing she’s learned in

her new role? The importance of communication with team

members, especially when working underground.



Highlight Stories

A Workplace Clinic That Does
More
At the Brucejack Mine, we are proud to provide health services

and medical care that goes beyond what is required for a mine

site. Many of our workers come from small communities with

limited access to medical specialists, and sometimes our on-site

services can be of great value.

In ����, a logistics/dispatcher staff member benefited

immensely from the clinic’s services. She had experienced heart

palpitations for many years and had previously consulted a

cardiologist about this condition, but extensive testing had not

led to a diagnosis or treatment for the condition. However,

Pretivm’s on-site medical team were able to take action quickly

when the occasion arose. Early one morning, the employee

displayed heart palpitations and shortness of breath and the

clinic team used an electrocardiogram to capture her heart

arrhythmias.

Upon further diagnosis, the results indicated that the abnormal

arrhythmias were caused by electrical impulses that did not

follow the correct pathway through the heart. Once this was

understood, the employee was airlifted to Mills Memorial

Hospital in Terrace for immediate treatment. She later underwent

a procedure called cardiac ablation, which was successfully

completed and has changed her life!



Highlight Stories

Building a Sense of Community
at the Mine
Having a sense of community is always important, and perhaps

more so when working on two-week-long shifts away from

family and friends. At the site, Pretivm’s staff often organize

social activities after hours, including evenings of music and

song supported by a music room equipped with electric drums,

a piano, and a guitar. Arts and crafts are also popular, and a

knitting group has been organized by some of the nursing staff.

During the winter holiday season, a group of workers combined

their efforts to knit a Fair Isle sweater. The sweater was raffled off

in support of an employee who was off work due to injury. Raffle

proceeds raised $�,��� that were donated to the employee and

his family.



Highlight Stories

Caring for Our Watershed
Our ability to manage impacts on the environment is supported

by our excellent staff, and water management is no exception.

Xavier Pinto is one of the most experienced members of

Pretivm’s environmental department. He acts as a Qualified

Professional (QP) on hydrometrics and meteorology, manages

our water management and monitoring system, maintains key

instrumentation, prepares reports for government regulators,

and provides critical leadership and coaching to our junior and

intermediate staff.

As an expert on hydrometrics and meteorology, Xavier is

responsible for the water monitoring system at the Brucejack

mine site. With past experience in the mining and oil and gas

industries, and as an environmental consultant, Xavier finds work

at the operating Brucejack Mine to be inherently rewarding. He

notes that Pretivm is committed to excellence when it comes to

water management, and appreciates that his recommendations

are well received by the company.

“This is a company that sees compliance as the
minimum standard, and then asks ‘what else can
we do’?”

Xavier Pinto, Senior Hydrologist



Highlight Stories

Coast Mountain College
Geoscience Tour
Our relationship with the Coast Mountain College (previously

Northwest Community College) provides us an opportunity to

support local education and training as we welcome geoscience

students and professors to our Mine site. The collaboration

began in ����.

Each year, Coast Mountain college’s geoscience program leads

students on a two-week field school, exploring sites between

Terrace and Yukon/Alaska, and the Brucejack Mine site has been

one of the stops. We provide students with an overview of the

Mine operations and environmental management, as well as a

tour of the mill facility. The group typically spends a night at site

and has the opportunity to learn from our Chief Mine Geologist

who provides a series of lectures on different geology topics.

This has been a major highlight for the field school and is the

only component of the trip that involves mining and mineral

processing.

In ����, we hosted �� students and three professors and look

forward to this continued and successful partnership.



Highlight Stories

Economic Benefits of BC’s Mining
Supply Chain

In ����, mining and smelting generated $��.� billion in

economic activity in BC, supporting over ��,��� direct and

indirect jobs, and contributing almost $� billion in direct

payments to the provincial government to support healthcare,

education and public services British Columbians rely on.

The industry—including �� metal and steelmaking coal mines

and two smelters—purchased $�.� billion worth of materials,

goods and services from �,��� BC businesses in ��� urban,

rural and Indigenous communities in ����.

��� Indigenous-affiliated mine suppliers provided materials,

goods and services to BC’s mining industry in ����, valued at

$��� million. These businesses are associated with ��

Indigenous Nations or Indigenous Development Corporations.

BC’s mining industry provided $�.� million in community

investments to approximately ��� organizations in ��

municipalities and Indigenous communities in ����.

A recent study by the Mining Association of BC (MABC)

highlighted the economic activity generated by mining

operations in the province in ����. Findings of the study

included:

As one of the operating mines in the province in ����, Pretivm

contributed to the value as highlighted in this study. Further

information is provided by MABC.

https://mining.bc.ca/news-releases/mining-injects-billions-local-businesses-and-communities-across-british-columbia


Highlight Stories

Evaluating Options for
Electrification
Pretivm has made a significant investment to connect the

Brucejack Mine with the provincial electricity grid, providing

clean and renewable energy for many aspects of the Mine.

However, underground mobile equipment remains reliant on

diesel fuel. We recognize that the electrification of our

underground fleet could provide both environmental and

financial benefits, including a reduction of greenhouse gas

emissions and improved working environment for underground

workers.

In ����, Pretivm commenced efforts to determine how

electrification technology might be applied to our underground

operations. Our commitment starts with a prefeasibility study to

determine if conversion to this technology would provide the

necessary return on investment, and if it has the technical

capacity to meet our needs. If the study shows positive results,

we may prepare for further studies or pilot testing in future years.

Pretivm has also met with prospective vendors to better

understand the technology, and plans to visit mining operations

that use similar electrical equipment to learn from the

experience of other sites.

With the Brucejack Mine’s existing connection to the provincial

grid, we believe that Pretivm is well positioned to reduce our

reliance on fossil fuels. We look forward to the results of the

feasibility study and to refining our contribution to this new era of

mine operation.



“We chose to construct a hydroelectric-powered
transmission line as an efficient way to power
the Brucejack mine while limiting our
greenhouse gas emissions, and embedded
technological innovations in our mill design to
minimize our power consumption. We will
continue to examine the benefits of emerging
technologies to maximize our energy
efficiencies to further reduce our greenhouse
gas emissions.”

Joseph J. Ovsenek, President, CEO and Director of Pretivm Resources
Inc.



Highlight Stories

Exceptional Emergency
Response Services
The care provided by our on-site medical team—including

remote registered nurses and advanced care paramedics—

provides a high standard of care for everyone at site. In ����, our

medical staff responded to life-threatening circumstances when

a contractor collapsed in the underground mine. With quick and

decisive action, Pretivm’s emergency response team was able to

transport the individual to the mine portal at the surface. There

they met our advanced care paramedics, who loaded the patient

into the helicopter. Within only �� minutes, the patient was

transported from the portal, to the site clinic for an initial

assessment, and on to helicopter evacuation to Mills Memorial

Hospital in Terrace. The commitment of the team, combined

with Pretivm’s emergency response procedures and training

exercises, provided an effective response and saved a life.



Highlight Stories

Fit Test for Success
Pretivm’s seasonal Snow Removal Team is the focus of

recruitment for many entry level positions. To ensure the safety

of people working in these roles, and reduce the potential for

injury, applicants must pass a physical fitness test as a

prerequisite of hiring.

To support local and Indigenous applicants of all physical

abilities, Pretivm has partnered with a local physiotherapist to

work with applicants to complete and pass the test. After a

preliminary assessment, applicants who require additional

support to pass the fitness requirements are provided with an

exercise program to improve physical fitness, and given an

opportunity to improve their fitness so that they are well

positioned to be safe and successful in their new role.



Highlight Stories

Helping Toads to Cross the Road
In an effort to protect the Western Toad population near to the

Mine, Pretivm has installed a series of “Toad Tunnels” at locations

along the Brucejack Access Road. These tunnels provide safe

passage for toads to keep them off the road during their

migrations (twice each year), and fencing directs toads to the

tunnels and away from the road.

Our commitment to the Western Toad does not end at the

tunnels. Signage along the access road reminds drivers to slow

down, and should a toad manage to find their way onto the road

during their migration, the animals are hand-collected in buckets

and afforded safe transport to the other side of the road. In ����,

we also conducted ground surveys, and installed motion

sensors and remote cameras to monitor the toads’ use of the

tunnels. We estimate that a total of ��� individual toads used

the tunnels, or were safely transported by bucket, to cross the

road in ����.



Highlight Stories

Practical Experience for New
Nurses
The on-site medical clinic at the Brucejack Mine welcomed two

nursing students from the University of Northern British

Columbia for the ����/���� school year. The students were

engaged in preceptorships to give them practical experience

under the guidance of an experienced mentor. This valuable

experience provided an opportunity for the students to practise

critical thinking and be exposed to the diverse challenges

presented at a remote mine site, where the healthcare needs

differ from those typical of common health care scenarios in

urban areas.

Pretivm’s involvement in this program came through the on-site

medical service provider, Iridia, in partnership with UNBC’s

nursing program. Pretivm welcomed this opportunity to support

regional capacity building and invest in the development of the

local workforce, particularly as nursing skills have wide-ranging

applications outside the mining industry. The program will be

offered again for the ����/���� school year.



Highlight Stories

Promoting Our People
Pretivm’s management and human resources staff strongly

support the development and promotion of people within our

workforce, so that our staff can look forward to lasting and

rewarding careers. Charlene Watts is a great example.

Charlene Watts started her career in the Brucejack kitchen,

where she first worked as a General Helper. Since she arrived,

Charlene has been promoted twice. First, Charlene stepped up

to work as a Baker’s Assistant, and was more recently promoted

to Third Cook. Charlene attributes her success to her motivation

to learn, hard work, and an openness to constructive criticism.

She is very passionate about cooking and her career with

Pretivm, and plans to keep working to obtain certification as a

chef. Charlene is a member of the Nisga’a Nation, and lives in

Terrace, BC.

“Every shift I produce a certain volume of food
and every shift I try to beat my last output. I
challenge myself to do things better and to be
more efficient every day.”

Charlene Watts, Third Cook



Highlight Stories

Responding to Forest Fire Crisis
in Telegraph Creek
The devastating forest fires at Alkali Lake and in Telegraph Creek

destroyed many homes, buildings, and other community

infrastructure in summer ����. The Telegraph Creek community

is home to a number of our employees and their families, and

we were quick to provide paid leave for the brave individuals

who volunteered to fight the fire and assist with area evacuation

efforts. Unfortunately, the fires blazed out of control. Hundreds of

people were forced to leave their homes, and priceless cultural

and ceremonial regalia was lost.

During and after the fire, Pretivm also provided support to

Tahltan Elders and others displaced from their homes. This

included financial, logistical, and emotional support for those

who relocated to Smithers and Terrace. Although the impacts of

the forest fires cannot be reversed, we hope that our

contributions will support the reconstruction of community

infrastructure and help the community heal. In January ����, we

were proud to announce our largest corporate donation to date,

contributing $���,��� to the Tahltan Nation to support

reconstruction efforts.



Highlight Stories

Supporting Communities at
Home
Through engagement with a group of women from Gitanyow in

����, Pretivm realised an unintended consequence of

employment at the Brucejack Mine. Workers from Gitanyow,

mostly male, who were working on rotation at the mine site had

left a gap in terms of the role they play in the community.

Specifically, many of these individuals were involved in the

community’s volunteer firefighting and emergency response

team, and the ability of this team to respond to local incidents

was affected by the absence of these workers.

In consultation with the community of Gitanyow, Pretivm funded

two Gitanyow women to participate in a � ½-day course in

Terrace in ����, including volunteer fire suppression training and

disaster response training. Considering the need in the

community, this proved to be one of our most rewarding

investments of the year.



Highlight Stories

Updating Our Bereavement
Policy
Pretivm made some significant updates to its Bereavement

Leave Policy in May ����. The policy provides employees with

up to three days of leave with full pay following the death of an

immediate family member. However, acknowledging the

importance of family for many of our employees, we expanded

the definition of “immediate family members” to include a much

broader set of relationships. Under the revised definition,

immediate family includes spouses, children, parents guardians,

siblings, grandparents, grandchildren, as well as any person who

lives with an employee as a member of the family (for example,

common-law spouses, step-parents/children, in-laws, and

others).

The expanded definition of family supports all employees, and

particularly Indigenous employees who may have cultural

expectations and responsibilities following the death of a family

member.



Highlight Stories

Wandering Bear Spreads
Benefits Locally
Pretivm’s support for local economic development is evident in

Kevin Febril’s Wandering Bear Concession & Catering. Kevin’s

vision and entrepreneurial spirit led to a contract with Pretivm to

provide lunches to workers travelling to and from the mine site.

Since its start in ����, Wandering Bear has grown and has added

two employees, a delivery truck, and upgraded equipment.

Kevin’s business vision is to source food and supplies locally.

Though this proved to be a challenge at first, his commitment

has led to success, and he sources food supplies and baked

goods from Terrace and Prince Rupert. Pretivm is proud to

contribute to and support local economic development through

continued work with Wandering Bear, and values the trickle-

down local economic benefits for other businesses.

In addition to his initial contract with Pretivm, Kevin expanded

Wandering Bear’s service offerings in ���� including catering for

weddings and other events. He attributes the business’ success

to his team’s dedication and consistent effort. Looking to the

future, Kevin intends to diversify the menu, hire additional staff,

and eventually open his food services to the public.

“The contract with Pretivm got us started, and
we haven’t missed a day since.”

Kevin Febril, Wandering Bear Concession & Catering



GRI Content Index

General Standard Disclosures

GRI Indicator Description Location

Organizational Profile

���-� Name of the organization Our Company, Our Mine

���-� Activities, brands, products and services About Pretivm & Our Report

���-� Location of headquarters About Pretivm & Our Report

���-� Location of operations Our Company, Our Mine

���-� Ownership and legal form Corporate Governance & Business Ethics

���-� Markets served Our Company, Our Mine

���-� Scale of the organization Our Company, Our Mine

���-� Information on employees and other workers Our Workforce & Contractors

���-� Supply chain Supply Chain & Downstream Markets

���-�� Significant changes to the organization and supply
chain

���-�� Precautionary principle or approach Our Sustainability Journey & Priorities

���-�� External initiatives Our Company, Our Mine

���-�� Memberships of associations Our Company, Our Mine

Strategy

���-�� Statement from senior decision-maker CEO Message

���-�� Key impacts risks and opportunities CEO Message

Ethics & Integrity

���-�� Values, principles, standards, and norms of
behavior

Corporate Governance & Business Ethics

���-�� Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics Corporate Governance & Business Ethics

Governance

���-�� Governance structure Corporate Governance & Business Ethics

���-�� Consulting stakeholders on economic,
environmental and social topics

Socio-Economic Impacts & Benefits

���-�� Identifying and managing economic,
environmental, and social impacts

Socio-Economic Impacts & Benefits

���-�� Effectiveness of risk management processes Corporate Governance & Business Ethics

���-�� Highest governance body’s role in sustainability
reporting

CEO Message

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/our-company-our-mine/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/our-company-our-mine/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/corporate-governance-and-business-ethics/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/our-company-our-mine/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/our-company-our-mine/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/our-workforce-and-contractors/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/creating-value-through-gold/supply-chain/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/our-sustainability-journey-and-priorities/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/our-company-our-mine/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/our-company-our-mine/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/ceo-message/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/ceo-message/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/corporate-governance-and-business-ethics/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/corporate-governance-and-business-ethics/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/corporate-governance-and-business-ethics/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/creating-value-through-gold/socio-economic-impacts-and-benefits/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/creating-value-through-gold/socio-economic-impacts-and-benefits/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/corporate-governance-and-business-ethics/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/ceo-message/


Specific Standard Disclosures

Stakeholder Engagement

���-�� List of stakeholder groups Community Relations

���-�� Percent of employees covered by collective
bargaining agreements

Our Workforce & Contractors
(no collective bargaining agreements)

���-�� Basis for identifying and selecting stakeholders Community Relations

���-�� Approach to stakeholder engagement Community Relations

���-�� Key topics, concerns raised, which stakeholder
group raised each key topic/concern, and how the
organization has responded (including through its
reporting)

Community Relations

Reporting Practices

���-�� Entities included in consolidated financial
statements

Consolidated Financial Statement for Year Ending
Dec ��, ����

���-�� Process for defining report content and topic
boundaries; how the reporting principles for
defining report content were applied

About This Report

���-�� List of material topics Our Sustainability Journey & Priorities

���-�� Effect of restatements of information and reasons
for them

Noted in sections as appropriate

���-�� Significant changes from previous reporting periods
in the list of material topics and topic boundaries

About This Report

���-�� Reporting period About This Report

���-�� Date of most recent report About This Report

���-�� Reporting cycle About This Report

���-�� Contact point for questions regarding the report About This Report

���-�� Core or comprehensive claim About This Report

���-�� GRI content index GRI Content Index

���-�� Policy/practice for external assurance About This Report

GRI Indicator Description Location

Economic Standards

GRI ���: Economic Performance

���-� Material topic and its boundary Economic Performance

���-� Management approach Economic Performance

���-� Evaluation of management approach Economic Performance

���-� Direct economic value generated and distributed Economic Performance

���-� Financial implications and other risks and
opportunities due to climate change

Energy & Climate Change

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/community-relations/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/our-workforce-and-contractors/
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https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/community-relations/
https://s1.q4cdn.com/222336918/files/doc_financials/2018/q4/Consolidated-Financial-Statement-Dec-31-2018.pdf
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/about-this-report/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/our-sustainability-journey-and-priorities/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/about-this-report/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/about-this-report/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/about-this-report/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/about-this-report/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/about-this-report/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/about-this-report/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/gri-content-index/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/about-pretivm-and-our-report/about-this-report/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/creating-value-through-gold/economic-performance/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/creating-value-through-gold/economic-performance/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/creating-value-through-gold/economic-performance/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/creating-value-through-gold/economic-performance/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/energy-and-climate-change/


GRI ���: Market Presence

���-� Material topic and its boundary Our Workforce & Contractors

���-� Management approach Our Workforce & Contractors

���-� Evaluation of management approach Our Workforce & Contractors

���-� Proportion of senior management hired from the
local community

Our Workforce & Contractors

GRI ���: Indirect Economic Impacts

���-� Material topic and its boundary Economic Performance

���-� Management approach Economic Performance

���-� Evaluation of management approach Economic Performance

���-� Infrastructure investments and services supported Economic Performance

GRI ���: Procurement Practices

���-� Material topic and its boundary Supply Chain & Downstream Markets

���-� Management approach Supply Chain & Downstream Markets

���-� Evaluation of management approach Supply Chain & Downstream Markets

���-� Proportion of spending on local suppliers Supply Chain & Downstream Markets

GRI ���: Anti-corruption

���-� Material topic and its boundary Corporate Governance & Business Ethics

���-� Management approach Corporate Governance & Business Ethics

���-� Evaluation of management approach Corporate Governance & Business Ethics

���-� Communication and training about anticorruption
policies and procedures

Corporate Governance & Business Ethics

Environmental Standards

GRI ���: Materials

���-� Material topic and its boundary Materials & Waste Management

���-� Management approach Materials & Waste Management

���-� Evaluation of management approach Materials & Waste Management

���-� Materials used by weight or volume Materials & Waste Management

���-� Recycled input materials used Materials & Waste Management

���-� Reclaimed products and their packaging materials Materials & Waste Management

GRI ���: Energy

���-� Material topic and its boundary Energy & Climate Change

���-� Management approach Energy & Climate Change

���-� Evaluation of management approach Energy & Climate Change

���-� Energy consumption within the organization Energy & Climate Change

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/our-workforce-and-contractors/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/investing-in-people-and-communities/our-workforce-and-contractors/
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https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/materials-and-waste-management/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/materials-and-waste-management/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/materials-and-waste-management/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/materials-and-waste-management/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/energy-and-climate-change/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/energy-and-climate-change/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/energy-and-climate-change/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/energy-and-climate-change/


���-� Energy intensity Energy & Climate Change

GRI ���: Water

���-� Material topic and its boundary Watershed Management

���-� Management approach Watershed Management

���-� Evaluation of management approach Watershed Management

���-� Water withdrawal by source Watershed Management

���-� Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal
of water

Watershed Management

���-� Water recycled and reused Watershed Management

GRI ���: Biodiversity

���-� Material topic and its boundary Protecting Biodiversity

���-� Management approach Protecting Biodiversity

���-� Evaluation of management approach Protecting Biodiversity

���-� Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or
adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high
biodiversity value outside protected areas

Protecting Biodiversity

���-� Significant impacts of activities, products, and
services on biodiversity

Protecting Biodiversity

���-� Habitats protected or restored Protecting Biodiversity

���-� IUCN Red List species and national conservation list
species with habitats in areas affected by
operations

Protecting Biodiversity

GRI ���: Emissions

���-� Material topic and its boundary Energy & Climate Change
(offsets were not used)

���-� Management approach Energy & Climate Change

���-� Evaluation of management approach Energy & Climate Change

���-� Direct (Scope �) GHG emissions Energy & Climate Change

���-� GHG emissions intensity Energy & Climate Change

���-� Reduction of GHG emissions Energy & Climate Change

���-� Emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODS) Energy & Climate Change

���-� Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides (SOX), and

other significant air emissions

Energy & Climate Change

GRI ���: Effluents and Waste

���-� Material topic and its boundary Materials & Waste Management
Watershed Management

���-� Management approach Materials & Waste Management
Watershed Management

���-� Evaluation of management approach Materials & Waste Management
Watershed Managementg

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/energy-and-climate-change/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/watershed-management/
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https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/energy-and-climate-change/
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https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/energy-and-climate-change/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/energy-and-climate-change/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/energy-and-climate-change/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/materials-and-waste-management/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/watershed-management/
https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/materials-and-waste-management/
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���-� Water discharge by quality and destination Watershed Management

���-� Waste by type and disposal method Materials & Waste Management

���-� Significant spills Materials & Waste Management

���-� Transport of hazardous waste Materials & Waste Management

���-� Water bodies affected by water discharges and/or
runoff

Watershed Management

GRI ���: Environmental Compliance

���-� Material topic and its boundary Environmental Management

���-� Management approach Environmental Management

���-� Evaluation of management approach Environmental Management

���-� Non-compliance with environmental laws and
regulations

Environmental Management

GRI ���: Supplier Environmental Assessment

���-� Material topic and its boundary Supply Chain & Downstream Markets

���-� Management approach Supply Chain & Downstream Markets

���-� Evaluation of management approach Supply Chain & Downstream Markets

���-� New suppliers that were screened using
environmental criteria

Supply Chain & Downstream Markets

Social Standards

GRI ���: Employment

���-� Material topic and its boundary Our Workforce & Contractors

���-� Management approach Our Workforce & Contractors

���-� Evaluation of management approach Our Workforce & Contractors

���-� New employee hires and employee turnover Our Workforce & Contractors

���-� Benefits provided to full-time employees that are
not provided to temporary or part-time employees

Our Workforce & Contractors

GRI ���: Occupational Health and Safety

���-� Material topic and its boundary Safety by Choice, Not Chance

���-� Management approach Safety by Choice, Not Chance

���-� Evaluation of management approach Safety by Choice, Not Chance

���-� Workers representation in formal joint
management–worker health and safety committees

Safety by Choice, Not Chance

���-� Types of injury and rates of injury, occupational
diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and number
of work-related fatalities

Safety by Choice, Not Chance
(partial)

GRI ���: Training and Education

���-� Material topic and its boundary Training & Development

https://sustainability.pretivm.com/protecting-the-environment/watershed-management/
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���-� Management approach Training & Development

���-� Evaluation of management approach Training & Development

���-� Average hours of training per year per employee Training & Development
(as total hours)

���-� Programs for upgrading employee skills and
transition assistance programs

Training & Development

���-� Percentage of employees receiving regular
performance and career development
opportunities

Training & Development

GRI ���: Diversity and Equal Opportunity

���-� Material topic and its boundary Our Workforce & Contractors

���-� Management approach Our Workforce & Contractors

���-� Evaluation of management approach Our Workforce & Contractors

���-� Diversity of governance bodies and employees Our Workforce & Contractors

GRI ���: Rights of Indigenous Peoples

���-� Material topic and its boundary Community Relations

���-� Management approach Community Relations

���-� Evaluation of management approach Community Relations

���-� Incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous
peoples

Community Relations
(no identified incidents)

GRI ���: Local Communities

���-� Material topic and its boundary Community Relations

���-� Management approach Community Relations

���-� Evaluation of management approach Community Relations

���-� Operations with local community engagement,
impact assessments, and development programs

Community Relations

���-� Operations with significant actual and potential
negative impacts on local communities

Community Relations

GRI ���: Social Supplier Assessment

���-� Material topic and its boundary Supply Chain & Downstream Markets

���-� Management approach Supply Chain & Downstream Markets

���-� Evaluation of management approach Supply Chain & Downstream Markets

���-� New suppliers that were screened using social
criteria

Supply Chain & Downstream Markets

GRI ���: Public Policy

���-� Material topic and its boundary Corporate Governance & Business Ethics

���-� Management approach Corporate Governance & Business Ethics

���-� Evaluation of management approach Corporate Governance & Business Ethics

���-�

��� � M t h T i i & D l t

Political contributions Corporate Governance & Business Ethics
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GRI ���: Socio Economic Compliance

���-� Material topic and its boundary Socio-Economic Impacts & Benefits

���-� Management approach Socio-Economic Impacts & Benefits

���-� Evaluation of management approach Socio-Economic Impacts & Benefits

���-� Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the
social and economic area

Socio-Economic Impacts & Benefits
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